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1. Introduction
Purpose of Watershed Management Plan (WMP)
The purpose of the City of Baker City’s WMP is to build partnerships among stakeholders, characterize
the watershed, define goals and identify solutions, develop an implementation program, and measure
results. This WMP includes compiling information and partnering with the U.S. Forest Service (USFS), as
a majority of the watershed land is owned by the USFS. This WMP follows Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) guidance for preparation of WMPs (EPA 2008).

Mission Statement
The mission of the WMP is to foster effective, economical, and equitable management of water and
ensure the continued protection of the Baker City Watershed to provide clean drinking water to
stakeholders and support functions of the environment by strengthening existing management
measures, creating strategies to mitigate risks to the watershed, and implementing a framework to
adapt to new challenges.

Scope of Watershed Planning Effort
The basic objective for managing the watershed is to maintain or improve the present quality and
quantity of water. Water quality will take priority over water quantity in management decisions. The
scope of this watershed planning effort is to update the existing 1991 WMP and expand it to include
watershed control planning as well as action items for improving the watershed. The geographic
scope of the planning effort is to encompass only the municipal watershed of Baker City (which is a
part of the larger Powder Basin Watershed). By focusing on only the municipal watershed, this WMP
supports the development of specific actions to improve watershed health. This geographic area is
referred to as the Baker City Watershed in this document.

Acknowledgements
According to Baker City Resolution No. 3653, Baker City Council formally requested coordination status
with all federal and state agencies maintaining jurisdiction over lands and resources within and
appurtenant to the Baker City urban growth boundary.
The City of Baker City would like to thank all members of the technical advisory group, the community
advisory group, as well as USFS, Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW), Oregon Department of
Environmental Quality (DEQ), Oregon Health Authority ‐ Drinking Water Services (DWS), EPA, Oregon
Department of Geology and Mineral Industries (DOGAMI), and other contributors to this WMP.
This WMP was funded through the Oregon Infrastructure Finance Authority ‐ Safe Drinking Water
Revolving Loan Fund Grant for Source Water Protection.
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Executive Summary
Document Organization
This document is organized into five sections. Section 1 introduces the WMP. Section 2 describes
stakeholder participation. Section 3 compiles existing information to characterize the watershed.
Section 4 describes goals and objectives for watershed health and lists strategies to accomplish
these goals. Section 5 details the time frame and phasing of implementing and evaluating the
success of these strategies.

Summary
The Baker City Watershed has been well protected since its origin. The land was designated as a
municipal watershed in the 1912 Cooperative Agreement between Baker City and the Secretary of
Agriculture (U.S. Department of Agriculture [USDA] 1990). A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
from 1991 between the City of Baker City and the USFS has provided regulatory guidance to control
and respond to impacts to the watershed. This WMP provides the current watershed
characterization information, key goals, and an implementation plan to ensure the watershed
continues to produce high quality water for the community and ecosystem. The stakeholders
focused efforts in three key areas, as follows.


Watershed integrity will be preserved through regulations including permit/ordinance
reviews and revising the 1991 MOU between Baker City and the USFS (as of the date of this
publication, the revised MOU is undergoing internal review). Improving engineering controls
such as fencing and signage is also critical to ensuring access to the watershed is limited.



Forest health management will be accomplished through planning, funding, and conducting
fuel reduction projects over the next 10 years, if approved by the USFS for projects on USFS
land.



Water quality will be maintained and improved through small‐ and large‐scale projects over
the next 10 years, or until work is finished, including replacing the Mountain Line with
modern piping material, completing the ultraviolet (UV) treatment facility, and
implementing monitoring and reporting requirements of a Watershed Control Plan (WCP).
Through these means, the City will work to retain the currently allowed filtration exemption
for the watershed water sources. The DWS is the regulatory agency providing the filtration
exemption.

Limiting access to the watershed, reducing fire risk through forest management, and working to
improve water quality through treatment and monitoring are goals that the WMP will address
through incremental measures to sustain the current high quality watershed function as well as
future quality.
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Community Input
Overview
Community participation entails community advisory group and technical advisory group involvement.
Both groups provided input on the WMP. The technical advisory group reviewed the technical aspects of
the WMP. These groups helped develop the WMP. To gain general community input on the WMP, the
community was invited to a public meeting held on October 16, 2014, (see Appendix A, Community
Participation).

Technical Advisory Group Members
Table 1 lists the Technical Advisory Group members involved in the WMP and their affiliations/areas of
expertise.
TABLE 1
Technical Advisory Group Members
Organization
USFS

Name
Jeff Tomac

USFS

Willy Crippen

USFS

Robert Macon

Baker City
Public Works
Baker City
Public Works
Baker City
Public Works
Baker City
Public Works
Oregon
Water
Resources
Department
(OWRD)
U.S. Fish and
Wildlife
Service
(USFWS)
Oregon
Department
of Forestry
(ODF)
ODFW

Jake Jones

Title
Whitman District
Ranger
Fire Management
Officer for the Whitman
Ranger District
Heritage, Minerals,
Recreation, and Special
Uses Staff Officer
Water Plant Operator

E‐mail Address
jtomac@fs.fed.us

Notes
Fuels Management

wcrippen@fs.fed.us

Fuels Management

Michelle Owen

Public Works Director

mowen@bakercity.com

Larry McBroom

Public Works Supervisor

lmcbroom@bakercity.com

Jason Melo

Water Specialist

jmelo@bakercity.com

Rick Lusk

Assistant Manager,
Emergency Response
Watermaster District 8

Rick.M.LUSK@wrd.state.or.us

Gary Miller

Supervisor

Logan McCrae

rmacon@fs.fed.us

Yes, e‐mail
confirmation

Water
Management
Water
Management
Water
Management

Yes, verbal
confirmation
Yes, verbal
confirmation
Yes, verbal
confirmation
Yes, verbal
confirmation
Yes, e‐mail
confirmation

gary_miller@fws.gov

Fisheries

No response

Stewardship Forester

lmccrae@odf.state.or.us

Fuels Management

Yes, e‐mail
confirmation

Brian Ratliff

District Biologist

Brian.s.ratliff@state.or.us

Ungulates ‐ Goats

City Council

Clair Button

Councilor

cfbutton@gmail.com

Land Management

City Council

Barbara
Johnson

Councilor

bjohnson@bakercity.com

Yes, e‐mail
confirmation
Yes, e‐mail
confirmation
Yes, e‐mail
confirmation
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Organization
Oregon State
University
Extension
Office
OHA

OHA

Name
Bob Parker

Title
Forest Engineering,
Resources and
Management

E‐mail Address
bob.parker@oregonstate.edu

Notes
Fuels Management

Responses
Yes, e‐mail
confirmation

Bill Goss

Regional Engineer,
Oregon Drinking Water
Services
DWS Hydrologist

william.h.goss@state.or.us

Water Quality

Yes

russell.a.kazmierczak@state.or
.us
dadoly.john@deq.state.or.us

Water Quality

Yes

Water Quality

No response

stewart.sheree@deq.state.or.
us

Water Quality

Yes, phone
confirmation

michaelhall@fs.fed.us

Fuels Management

Yes, e‐mail
confirmation
Yes

DEQ

Russell
Kazmierczak
John Dadoly

DEQ

Sheree Stewart

USFS

Mike Hall

Oregon
Department
of Geology
and Mineral
Industries
(DOGAMI)
Confederated
Tribes of the
Umatilla
Indian
Reservation
(CTUIR)
CTUIR

Ben Mundie

Awards Program /
Reclamationist

ben.mundie@mlrr.oregongeol
ogy.com

Mines

Teara Farrow
Ferman

Cultural Resources
Program Manager

tearafarrow@ctuir.org

Cultural Resources
Management

No response

Audie Huber

audiehuber@ctuir.org

Natural Resources
Management

No response

Confederated
Tribes of
Warm Springs
(CTWS)
CTWS

Brad Houslet

Intergovernmental
Affairs Manager
Department of Natural
Resources
Fisheries Department
Manager

bhouslet@wstribes.org

Natural Resources
Management

No response

sbird@wstribes.org

Johanna Sedell

Cultural Resources
Management
Watershed
Management

No response

Powder Basin
Watershed
Council
(PBWC)
PBWC

Cultural Resources
Program Manager
Executive Director

Nancy Rorick

Board Chair

nrorick@yahoo.com

Whitney
Collins

District Manager

whitney.collins@bakercounty
swcds.com

Watershed
Management
Water Quality

Yes, e‐mail
confirmation
Yes, e‐mail
confirmation

Cliff Hall

Interim Fire Chief

chall@bakercity.com

Fuels Management

No response

Gary Timm

Baker County
Emergency
Management / Fire
Authority

gtimm@bakercity.com

Fuels Management

Yes, verbal
confirmation

Baker Valley
Soil and
Water
Conservation
District
Baker City
Fire
Department
Baker City
Fire
Department

Sally Bird

Powder River Basin
Coordinator
Drinking Water
Protection Program
Coordinator
Forestry Technician

pbwced@qwestoffice.net

Yes, e‐mail
confirmation

Involvement Process
Technical Advisory Group members were contacted based on their areas of expertise and at the
recommendation of community members. A meeting was planned to solicit ideas and feedback for the
WMP (see Appendix A, Community Participation).
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The following details how feedback on the WMP was obtained and summarizes the public meeting
comments.

Technical Advisory Group
Invitations were sent via e‐mail, followed by phone calls to obtain consent from each individual in
the Technical Advisory Group. The draft WMP was e‐mailed to the Technical Advisory Group on
September 17, 2014, requesting review within two weeks. Comments were incorporated into the
draft WMP, which was made available for public review. Written comments were received from
eight Technical Advisory Group members. Verbal comments and input were received from six
additional members of the Technical Advisory Group. These comments were integrated into the
WMP.

Public Outreach
The public meeting was announced in a variety of ways. Radio advertisements were made
throughout the week prior to the meeting. A newspaper advertisement was placed in the Baker City
Herald (see Appendix A). A notice was included in the Public Works mailer and on the City's website
(see Appendix A). The full text WMP was included on the City's website. An e‐mail invitation was
sent to the Baker City Public Works Advisory Group (see Appendix A).

Public Meeting
The public meeting was held on October 16, 2014, in the Council Chambers of City Hall. The
meeting was attended by 14 people (including both Technical Advisory Group members and
members of the public). Each person was asked to sign in (see Appendix A). The meeting lasted
approximately 1.5 hours. Members of the community were given a brief presentation and asked to
submit comment forms (see Appendix A). Verbal comments were also noted (see Appendix A). Two
written comments were received. In general, verbal public comments were focused on the need for
vegetation management in the watershed. Concerns were raised regarding the length of the
process for the USFS to permit and plan thinning operations and the need to get the Governor/USFS
to recognize the watershed as a priority for fuels reduction. Firefighting time and response was also
discussed. It was emphasized that thinning would not be a commercial effort, but rather needed to
be considered a public safety priority. Additional comments included recommendations for clear
cutting the watershed, diverting water for mining purposes, and holding City staff responsible for
the Cryptosporidium outbreak of 2013. Comments linked to specific goals and priorities were
incorporated into this WMP.
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3. Watershed Inventory and
Characterization
Background
The Baker City Watershed is composed of approximately 10,000 acres, located about 6 miles west of
Baker City. The watershed is located within the Powder Basin Watershed (HUC 8 17050203).
Approximately 160 acres are owned by the City, and the remainder is Wallowa‐Whitman National
Forest, administered by the USFS (Baker City 1991). See Appendix B, 1991 MOU and Attachments, for
this agreement. The land was designated as a municipal watershed in the 1912 Cooperative Agreement
between Baker City and the Secretary of Agriculture (USDA 1990). See Appendix B, 1991 MOU and
Attachments, for the 1904 proclamation and the 1912 agreement. The Watershed GIS Mapbook
(transmitted electronically to the City of Baker City), contains all data used to characterize the
watershed in this WMP.
The watershed is located in Meridian 33 (Willamette Meridian), Township 8S, Range 38E, Sections 33,
34, and 35; Township 9S, Range 38E, Sections 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, and
36; and Township 9S, Range 39E, Sections 7, 17, 18, 19, 20, 29, 30, and 31. See Figure 1, Location and
Vicinity Maps.
The water system is gravity fed from intakes high in the Elkhorn Mountain Range through water
transmission pipelines to the City’s storage reservoirs (see Figure 2, Current System Map). The City’s
watershed accounts for approximately 88 percent of the municipal water supplied to Baker City.
Baker City’s predecessors developed the water system in 1862, with the City acquiring the water rights
in 1900 and 1901. From this early beginning, Baker City has actively maintained and upgraded the water
collection system as possible to continue to serve the municipal needs of the City.
The boundary of the watershed, for the purposes of this WMP, is the land area within Baker City’s legal
agreement with the USFS. The watershed boundary is slightly different than the boundary of the
hydrological drainage area that serves the 12 diversions (see Appendix C [Figure C‐1], USFS and DEQ
Watershed Maps).

Drinking Water System Description
This section summarizes the Baker City Watershed, water supply well, storage reservoirs, water
treatment system, and distribution system. Twelve diversions located within the watershed collect
snowmelt runoff and spring water, which is carried by a pipeline network to the City’s 4.5 million gallon
(MG) reservoir. This water reaches the water plant through either the Mountain Line pipeline or the
Goodrich Line pipeline. Additionally, there is a bypass pipeline in Marble Creek that connects to the
Goodrich Line (see Figure 2, Current System Map).
Water within the Mountain Line passes through a generator then continues into a flume where chlorine
is injected. The water then proceeds into the chlorine contact chamber for disinfection. The Goodrich
Line feeds directly into the flume to receive chlorine injection and then drains into the chlorine contact
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chamber. After the chlorine contact chamber, water is moved through the UV facility, which is currently
temporary, but a permanent UV facility is being constructed and will be completed within the next year.
The City's existing basalt groundwater supply well is utilized for aquifer storage and recovery (ASR) and
water supply. Watershed water is injected into the deep basalt well in the winter and removed in the
summer when water supply demands are usually at their highest. The ASR well and pump station are
located adjacent to the generator building. The pump discharge piping connects into the flume within
the chlorine building, as do the Goodrich Line and Mountain Line. Within the flume, the water supply
receives chlorine disinfection prior to entering into the chlorine contact chamber and then flows to the
UV reactor (AP 2013).
The City currently has two ground storage reservoirs in use. The 4.5 MG concrete chlorine contact
chamber acts as a storage reservoir and contact chamber for disinfection. Beside the chlorine contact
reservoir, there is a 3.0 MG concrete ground storage reservoir downstream of the contact chamber from
which water supply is distributed into the distribution system via the Carter Street Line. Flow from the
contact chamber, the Carter Street Line, and the Indiana Street Line are metered. All flowmeters were
upgraded in 2014 with the installation of the UV treatment facility. Additionally, the contact chamber
meter readings are logged by the operator on a daily basis. The City also has a 0.92 MG open ground
storage reservoir that is no longer in service. This reservoir was taken out of service in the late 1980s
when the cover liner began to leak.
The original water distribution system was constructed in the early 1900s and consisted of relatively
small diameter steel water lines. The original water lines have been replaced and upgraded from the
early 1980s to the present. Approximately half of the lines are cast iron with the other half upgraded to
ductile iron.
The City of Baker City currently serves 4,549 connections, with residential connections making up the
largest portion of users. There are 3,959 residential and 590 commercial connections. The residential
water use accounts for about 63 percent of the City’s total water use. The City has no industrial water
users currently being served by the water system (AP 2013). The City is currently updating the Water
Facilities Master Plan and considering alternative water sources. The water produced from the Baker
City Watershed is integral to the functioning of this system.

Public Education and Outreach
Baker City currently conducts public outreach about water issues in a variety of ways. Regular
communication is made to customers. The City posts water conservation facts and ideas on the City's
website under the Public Works section. In addition to the website, the City periodically includes articles
about water source issues in the annual Consumer Confidence Reports sent out to each customer. The
City is also considering utilizing free educational materials available through the OWRD and visiting with
other cities in Oregon to see what has been done elsewhere to promote water conservation.
The City has started a Community Outreach Program designed to educate and create awareness on
water conservation topics. The Public Works Department visits local elementary school children
(typically fourth graders) to present information on how the watershed works, how to conserve water,
and to provide additional resources to the elementary students to reinforce the idea of conservation
practices.
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The City offers the technical assistance of a Water Specialist to all of their customers to determine if
leaks exist at private residences. The City provides the results of water quality testing on the website
and in a mailer to all customers (Baker City 2013).

Applicable Regulations and Guidance
This WMP adheres to local, state, and federal regulations and was prepared following EPA guidance for
developing watershed plans (EPA 2008). This WMP will serve as a comprehensive management plan as
well as a WCP. It is in compliance with Oregon Administrative Rule (OAR) 333‐061‐0032(2)(c)(B), OAR
333‐061‐0075, and follows guidelines from the EPA’s March 1991 "Guidance Manual for Compliance
with the Filtration and Disinfection Requirements for Public Water Systems Using Surface Water
Sources," specifically Section 3.3.1 and Appendix J.
Wallowa‐Whitman Forest maps, forest management plans, Baker City Public Works data, Water Quality
Reports, historical information, City and County planning documents, Powder Basin Watershed Action
Plan (DEQ 2013), as well as historical information from the previous watershed plan (Baker City 1991)
and the Water Management and Conservation Plan (AP 2007; AP 2013) were reviewed and incorporated
into this document to ensure that the goals of this plan support the vision of the larger regional planning
documents.

Physical and Natural Features
The watershed is located in the Blue Mountains on the eastern slope of Elkhorn Ridge. Elevations range
from 4,500 feet at the Goodrich Creek intake to 8,931 feet at Elkhorn Peak above Goodrich Lake.
Elevation of the existing water pipeline ranges from 5,400 feet near Little Mill Creek to 5,150 feet near
the Elk Creek settling tanks (Baker City 1991). Prominent features of the watershed include streams, a
lake, riparian vegetation, wetlands, alpine forests, large rock outcroppings, and steep sloping terrain.

Climate and Topography
The climate of the watershed is classified as Temperate Continental‐cool summer phase. Warm,
moist fronts from the Pacific Ocean are blocked by the Cascade Mountain range located 200 miles to
the west of the watershed. Typically, there is low precipitation and low humidity. Precipitation
predominantly occurs in the winter. The mean annual average temperature is 45.5°F (range is ‐28°F
to 104°F) (DEQ 2013).
The topography is characterized by the steep slopes of the Elkhorn Mountains (see Figure 3,
Topographic Map).

Vegetative Cover
The vegetative cover of the area includes three broad groupings: Principal Forest Zone, Subalpine
Zone, and Alpine Zone. In the Principal Forest Zone, canopy cover varies between 40 to 80 percent
with plants including alders, willows, snowberry, and other native shrubs. The canopy cover in the
Subalpine and Alpine Zones consists of ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa), lodgepole pine (Pinus
contorta), Douglas Fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), white fir (Abies concolor), and larch (Larix) (see
Figure 4, Watershed Vegetation (includes mines and invasive species).
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With the exception of the portion of the watershed located on private land, there has been very
little forest‐stand management activities in the past few decades.
In the 1950s through the 1960s a few ridges accessible from the Pipeline Road (7140200) (the road
located primarily over the Mountain Line) were harvested to the level of "light partial harvest and
salvage." Less than 10 percent of the entire area has ever been commercially harvested (USDA
1995a).
In 1995, the USFS issued a Record of Decision on the Washington/Watershed Project Final
Environmental Impact Statement (USDA 1995b). This project included 14,000 acres (which included
the Baker City Watershed). Alternative 4A was chosen, which included a mix of commercial and
non‐commercial treatments as well as eliminating the Washington Gulch cattle and horse domestic
grazing allotment. This alternative was chosen to work to return forest conditions to their normal
range of variability, protect water quality and reduce fire risk in the watershed. Projects
implemented through this EIS include Washington Timber Sale, Washington Watershed Thinning,
Wilson Timber Sale, Hibbard Thinning, Pilot Thinning, and Elk Creek Fuels Reduction. In these
projects, 1,340 acres were commercially thinned and harvested, 1,250 acres were pre‐commercial
thinned then piled and burned, and 700 acres of prescribed under burning was accomplished (USDA
1995a).
In 2004, the USDA (USFS) and USDI signed the Decision Memo for Categorical Exclusion for Foothills
Fuels Reduction Project. This decision approved the commercial thinning, pre‐commercial thinning,
whip felling, mechanized slash treatment, hand piling, and pile burning and under‐burning on the
2,160 acres in the interface of USFS land and private land along the base of the Elkhorn Mountains
west of Baker City (USDA 2004). Some helicopter logging occurred as part of this project. This
project was designed to continue activities planned under the Washington/Watershed
Environmental Impact Statement (USDA 1995a). The intent of these continuing activities was to
protect the watershed from high‐intensity wildfires.
On the private portion of the watershed, more thinning efforts have occurred. In 2006, a report on
the effectiveness of thinning activities was prepared with the title "GWEB Project #98‐039 Baker City
Watershed Forest Health Project Compliance Monitoring Report." The author was able to identify
and document positive effects from the project funded by a Governor's Watershed Enhancement
Board (GWEB) grant. The project included cutting, piling, and burning fuels to significantly reduce
fuels and to increase fuel breaks. A hand crew selectively thinned and burned small slash piles in a
few high risk places from 1997 to 2000. Tree and brush cutting was done by Forest Service
employees. Piling of cut trees and brush was done by Powder River Corrections inmate crews. The
project received considerable media attention. The total cost of the project was $63,320.11; the
report indicated that approximately half of the areas identified as needing thinning had actually
been thinned (Oregon Watershed Enhancement Board [OWEB] 2006). Figure 5A, Fuel Management
Areas, shows all known areas where thinning has occurred, and places where potential thinning
could occur. Figure 5B is a map generated by the USFS showing the names of each project
associated with USFS vegetation management projects from 1996 to 2010. See Appendix C (Figures
C‐2, C‐3, and C‐4) USFS and DEQ Watershed Maps.
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Invasive Species/Noxious Weeds
Invasive species are currently under relative control in the watershed. Noxious weeds are located in
a few areas and include spotted knapweed (Centaurea biebersteinii), diffuse knapweed (Centaurea
diffusa), St. John's wort (Hypericum perforatum), gypsy flower (Cynoglossum officinale), and Canada
thistle (Cirsium arvense). In close proximity to the watershed are the same species as well as Scotch
cottonthistle (Onopordum acanthium) and sulphur cinquefoil (Potentilla recta). Invasive plants in the
watershed are mostly along the Mountain Line, likely due to disturbance, and due to this area being
more heavily surveyed (see Figure 4, Watershed Vegetation [includes mines and Invasive species]).

Geology and Soils
The watershed primarily consists of rocks of the Permian and Upper Triassic age. In the central part
much of the exposed rocks are sedimentary. A mixture of volcanic rocks, including old basaltic and
andesitic lava flows and gabbroic and dioritic intrusive bodies, is found to the north and south. The
upper‐most parts of the main creeks (north‐central part of the watershed) are remnants of glacier‐
carved cirques. Slopes exceed 35 degrees and lack vegetation. The glacial moraines consist of
unconsolidated and poorly sorted deposits of boulders, gravel, sand, and silt from the Quaternary
age. The geologic features of the watershed have also been subject to small gold mines and
prospects (Baker City 1991).
There are 38 different soil and rock map units within the Baker City Watershed. Most soils are non‐
hydric, with the exception of a small area near Goodrich Creek. The vast majority of soil types are
moderately deep (20 to 40 inches to bedrock) or very deep (over 60 inches to bedrock) and consist
of colluvium, residuum, or glacial till over argillite or granite bedrock. The watershed area soils
typically have soil textures of silt loam, loam, or sandy loam with over 35 percent rock fragments
(skeletal) by volume, and have volcanic ash incorporated into the soil profile. Soil and rock map
units are shown on Figure 6, Watershed Soil and Rock Map Units (Trochlell 2014; Natural Resources
Conservation Service [NRCS] 2014).
Hydrophobicity is the inability of soils to absorb waters after a fire. In a watershed, the steepness of
the slopes, high organics, and organic ash in surface layers have the potential to indicate
hydrophobicity problems. However, the surface layers of the soils are internally well drained (due to
the 25 percent rock fragments), which mitigates the hydrophobicity.
There are inherent features of steep and very steep slopes (30 to 60 percent and 60 to 90 percent)
that create conditions that are very different from other areas. Approximately 93 percent of the
watershed area is sloped between 30 and 90 percent. The Elkhorns have these characteristics. See
Figure 7, Watershed Slopes and Hydrology.
The Elkhorns are characterized by low precipitation, high natural fertility, and high volcanic ash in
surface layers. Erosion is significant because it can multiply the after‐effects of fire. Erosion is listed
at a moderate risk level near the Goodrich Creek intake area in the Source Water Assessment
Summary provided by DEQ (DEQ 2003). A fire could create an increased risk of landslides; however,
well drained soils are resistant to this and are typically associated with a low transmission of
sediments. Additionally, the high volcanic ash content in soils is important to the system to provide
a good basis for rapid regrowth after disturbance.
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To date, there has been no LIDAR mapping of the watershed. LIDAR information could be used for
the assessment of landslide potential, erosion, and watershed management.

Mine Locations
Mining claims have been maintained on some properties, but there has been little or no
production for decades. A search of Bureau of Land Management (BLM) records in the LR2000
system for the following locations was conducted: Meridian 33 (Willamette Meridian), Township
8S, Range 38E, Sections 33, 34, and 35; Township 9S, Range 38E, Sections 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 16, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, and 36; and Township 9S, Range 39E, Sections 7, 17, 18, 19, 20,
29, 30, and 31. There were a total of six unique active claims within the watershed boundaries.
The mining claims on Marble Creek are owned by Blue Mountain Lime Company.
There are several test mine pits (likely for gold) throughout the watershed; these are largely
overgrown and historical in nature. DOGAMI identified a gold placer operation within the
watershed boundary that was exempt from the permitting process because the site was less
than 5 acres and produced less than 5,000 cubic yards of material in any 12‐month period. The
contact is Paul Malstrom for T9S, R39E, Section 32. A check of LR2000 on September 4, 2014,
indicated all mining claims held by Paul Malstrom are closed. The DOGAMI file was closed due to
inactivity in 2005.
There are two larger mines in the watershed. One historic gold lode mine is the Stub Mine,
located in T9S, R39E, Sections 20 and 29, W.M. It was inventoried in 1968 but did not appear
active, and there was no production information. However, a mine tunnel is described as
"several hundred feet long," which would indicate there may be waste rock dumps at the
surface. No mine drainage was described. With no activity, even with mine waste piles at the
surface, the potential for sediment from these piles is low because the site would have self‐
reclaimed since the 1960s. There was no current owner listed. It is not in a drainage from which
the City takes water and lacks processing facilities. It has not operated for several decades and
water quality impacts are negligible and ever decreasing (Baker City 1991).
The larger mine is the Monarch Marble Mine, which is located in T9S, R38E, Sections 13 and 14,
W.M. This was the only large scale operation in the watershed. It produced limestone from 1958
to 1965 without "any noticeable detrimental effect on the water quality" (Baker City 1991).
According to the best available records, a decommissioning of the quarry (in later years called
the Marble Creek Quarry) appears to have occurred in 1992. All structures, including scaffolding,
storage tanks, and buildings, were removed. The Marble Creek Quarry location can be seen on
Figure 4, Watershed Vegetation (includes mines and invasive species). It is on the east side of
the watershed, approximately in the center; it is the largest watershed mine.

Fish
Known populations of bull trout have been identified within the lower reaches of Salmon Creek
outside the watershed. The distribution and relative abundance of bull trout and other fish were
systematically surveyed by the USFS in Salmon Creek (electrofished 100 meters per kilometer) in
2013 and 2014 upstream of the USFS boundary. Bull trout (and rainbow trout) were found near the
upper limit of distribution shown on Figure 8, and bull trout were also found at higher densities
approximately 1 kilometer upstream. No fish were found at the next site upstream, located below
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the diversion structure at the watershed boundary; however, there was no flow in the stream
channel below the diversion structure. Thus, the distribution of bull trout extends upstream in
Salmon Creek to within 1 kilometer downstream of the watershed boundary.
Bull trout distribution was similarly extensively surveyed throughout the upper Powder River Basin
during 2013 to 2014. The populations are small, narrowly distributed, and isolated by the by the
loss of connectivity from habitat alterations and migratory life history forms. The bull trout
population in Salmon Creek is one of only three populations in the Powder River Basin that are also
not threatened by hybridization and competition with introduced brook trout (Howell and Archuleta
2014).
No other listed species have been identified in the watershed basin or creeks (AP 2007). Four
species of salmon have been extirpated from the basin. These anadromous fish were eliminated
from most of the Powder River Basin by the construction of the Thief Valley Dam in 1932 as well as
the construction of the Brownlee, Oxbow, and Hells Canyon Dams on the Snake River (DEQ 2013).
Native fish that may be present in the watershed include redband trout, rainbow trout, white
sturgeon, mountain whitefish, bull trout, mottled sculpin, slimy sculpin, torrent sculpin, shorthead
sculpin, Paiute sculpin, northern pikeminnow, chiselmouth, peamouth, longnose dace, speckled
dace, redside shiner, largescale sucker, mountain sucker, and bridgelip sucker (DEQ 2013; NWPCC
2004).
Introduced fish that may be present in the watershed include brook trout, lake trout, westslope
cutthroat trout, carp, black crappie, white crappie, largemouth bass, smallmouth bass, and walleye
(DEQ 2013; NWPCC 2004).
None of these native or introduced fish have been confirmed to be present in the watershed (see
Figure 8, Fish Presence and Impaired Streams (303(d) List) of the Watershed).

Wildlife
The watershed is located in the Sumpter Wildlife Management Unit. Wildlife populations are under
management of the USFWS and ODFW in the watershed. Within the watershed boundaries there
may be mountain goats, elk, deer, coyotes, bears, cougars, wolves, foxes, bobcats, wild turkeys,
woodpeckers, song birds, and many raptors such as red tail, rough‐legged hawks, and bald eagles.
Source habitat for the pileated woodpecker, goshawk, and American marten is located in the
watershed. Pileated woodpecker USFS management areas are also located in the watershed. See
Figure 9A‐B, Watershed Wildlife. Lynx have reportedly never been sighted in the watershed.
The following information represents ODFW data collection efforts in the watershed and Sumpter
Unit:


Bear Data: Bears are not densely populated in the watershed, so ODFW does not track this
population. Data include where bear are tagged (with tetracycline), and whether the teeth
of killed bears have tetracycline markers in them. No locational data are available (Ratliff
2014).



Deer and Elk Data: ODFW tracks deer and elk data for winter range only. There are no deer
and elk in the watershed during winter. The only population level data estimates available
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are for summer use of the entire Sumpter Unit (of which the watershed is a small part)
(Ratliff 2014). The management objective for deer is 7,000 animals in the Sumpter Unit, and
the management objective for elk is 2,000 animals in the Sumpter Unit. Table 2 below shows
deer and elk population estimates (post‐winter population indices, which are derived from
direct/trend/count data or population modeling from composition data, harvest data, and
winter severity estimates) for the Sumpter Unit. The watershed comprises approximately
0.1 percent of the Sumpter Unit, but the area may receive disproportionate use due to the
high quality of the habitat.
TABLE 2
Sumpter Unit Deer and Elk Population Estimates 2004‐2014

Year
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014



Deer
(Management
Objective = 7,000)
6,720
5,740
6,510
5,950
5,670
5,880
5,180
4,550
5,040
4,830
5,930

Elk
(Management
Objective = 2,000)
1,680
1,800
1,760
1,600
1,580
1,440
1,520
1,420
1,440
1,580
1,580

Goat Data: Populations of mountain goats in the watershed are healthy enough that
between 2001 and 2012 ODFW has trapped 226 goats and kids to start and reestablish
populations in other areas of their native habitat. There are point counts of goats in the
watershed (near Goodrich).

The minimum population for the Elkhorn mountain goat population for the past 10 years, 2004‐2014
(provided by ODFW), is shown on Table 3 hereafter. This represents the minimum population that
information from surveys confidently predicts; however, it is likely that more are present (on the
order of 10 to 30 percent).
TABLE 3
Elkhorn Mountain Goat Population Estimates 2004‐2014
Year
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
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Figure 9A shows the mountain goat range in the Sumpter Unit within the watershed boundary.

Livestock and Agriculture
With the exception of the private portion of the watershed, livestock is not allowed within the
boundaries of the watershed. Preventative measures have been instituted to reduce incidence of
straying within the watershed. These measures include fence maintenance, fence construction, and
discussions with landowners. Cattle grazing in the private portion of the watershed located below
the Elk Creek intake line are not influencing any water that is entering the municipal reservoir. The
Stovepipe allotment and the Blue Canyon allotment are adjacent to the watershed and grazing
occurs on these. Table 4 details the allotments adjacent to the watershed. The boundaries and
fencing of these allotments can be seen on Figure 10, Range Allotments and Fences. Appendix D,
Private Landowner Agreements and Allotments, contains the permits. Permit holders are
responsible for construction and maintenance of structural improvements for range rehabilitation.
TABLE 4
Watershed Adjacent Allotments
Allotment Name
Stovepipe
Blue Canyon

Season of Use
June 1 through
September 30
June 1 through
September 30

Livestock Class
Cow/calf pair

Number
266 (Term Grazing Permit)

Expiration
December 31, 2015

Cow/calf pair

107 (Term Grazing Permit)
27 (Private Land Grazing
Permit)
11 (BLM Grazing Permit [billed
by the USFS])

December 31, 2016

Agriculture is not permitted within the Baker City Watershed. There are no agricultural lands
present above the watershed, so nutrient/pesticide runoff is not of concern.

Hydrology/Precipitation
The hydrology of the watershed is dictated by the headwater areas in the Elkhorn Mountains.
Goodrich Lake is located in the northwest corner of the watershed. Creeks that flow down from the
Elkhorn Mountains to the east (outside of the watershed boundary) include Goodrich Creek, Mill
Creek, Marble Creek, and Salmon Creek. To the west, inside the watershed boundary, are Little Mill
Creek, Big Mill Creek, Little Marble Creek, Marble Creek, Big Salmon Creek, Little Salmon Creek, and
Elk Creek. Two springs are in the area: Marble Springs and Camper Springs. Water from these
creeks and springs flows into the Mountain Line for use in the municipal water supply (see Figure 2,
Current System Map).
The City uses 12 diversions within the watershed for water supply, accounting for approximately 88
percent of the City's supply. Having this many diversions provides flexibility and limits some
vulnerabilities (AP 2007). The watershed includes diversions at the upper reaches of several creeks
that ultimately drain into the Powder River. The Powder River is a water quality limited stream with
total maximum daily load (TMDL) limits under development. Generally, the Powder River flows
north through Baker Valley, then southwest through Keating Valley into the Brownlee Reservoir. The
total length of the Powder River is approximately 114 miles (DEQ 2013).
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The average annual watershed precipitation, based on data from 1979 through 2013 from the NRCS
Bourne SNOTEL, is 32 inches. Bourne SNOTEL is located to the northeast of the watershed at an
elevation of 5,800 feet. The average precipitation in the form of snow is 59.0 inches per year.
Interpolated data from the USFS show precipitation ranging from 20 to 36 inches in the watershed
(see Figure 11, Watershed Annual Precipitation). The average annual precipitation in the watershed
is summarized on Table 5 below.
TABLE 5
Annual Precipitation in the Watershed
Precipitation at
Bourne SNOTEL
(inches)
5.3

Snow Water Equivalent
at Bourne SNOTEL
(inches)
7.2

February

4.8

11.5

March

3.5

14.5

April

3.5

15.5

May

2.4

7.4

June

2.8

0.17

July

2.1

0

August

0.88

0

September

1.0

0

0

0

November

2.0

0.17

December

4.1

2.6

Total

32.2

59.0

Month
January

October

Minor snow avalanche activity in the watershed is a common winter occurrence. Most avalanches
occur as snow calving off and falling into Goodrich Lake. Should an avalanche fall elsewhere, it could
pose a landslide hazard during spring melting conditions. No documented information on
avalanches in the watershed was obtained.

Wildfire Conditions
Increased risk of a large wildfire event is due to the buildup of forest fuels over time. Unnaturally
dense stands competing for limited water, on steep slopes, are at increased risk of wildfires and
insects/diseases (Baker County 2014). A number of fires have occurred in the watershed. These
were mostly caused by lightning strikes and quickly stopped (see Figure 12, Watershed Fire History).
See Appendix C, USFS and DEQ Watershed Maps, for fire history and prescribed fire activities. The
Face of the Elkhorns is identified as a wildland‐urban interface (WUI) area in the Baker County
Community Wildfire Protection Plan (CWPP). It is a high priority/risk category. This area includes the
Baker City Watershed and Mountain Line as well as a natural gas pipeline and two ODFW deer/elk
winter feeding stations. The wildland fire protection agencies are listed as ODF, BLM, and USFS. The
specific hazard issues relevant to the watershed include lack of defensible space, high use
recreation, topography, limited access, high fuel loading associated with dead/down juniper,
overstocked forest stands, and abundant flashy fuels (Baker County 2014).
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WUI Goals/Projects 2011‐2016 that are relevant to the watershed, from Appendix A of the CWPP,
are listed on Table 6 below.
TABLE 6
Wildland‐Urban Interface Goals Relevant to the Watershed
WUI Goals/Projects 2011‐2016
Create, restore and maintain a fire resistant landscape
sufficient to minimize the risk and damage caused by
wildland fire within the WUI, by removing dead and down
material, thinning standing trees and shrubs, under‐burning,
chip/burn piles, and utilize biomass where cost effective.
Continue with maintenance of Pilot, Foothills, Blue Poker,
East Face and Wilson projects. Continue to remove juniper
that has been cut. Continue to seek National Fire Plan
grants to conduct fuels treatment projects on private lands.
Develop safety corridors including roads, natural fuel breaks
and Defensible Fuels Profiles Zones. Identify and implement
Fuels Treatments along major roads and highways and
natural fuel breaks.
Maintain and improve the interagency wildland fire
presence and response capability. Infrastructure
improvements to include new BLM guard station in Baker
City which may also provide for better interagency housing.
Develop and maintain a pre‐suppression and evacuation
plan.

Time Frame
Ongoing

Lead Agency/Cooperators
BLM, USFS, Baker City and private
landowners. Technical assistance
and potentially financial assistance
from ODF on private land.

Ongoing

USFS, ODF

By June
2016

USFS, BLM, ODF, Baker County
Emergency Management

By June
2016

Baker County Interagency Fire
Advisory Team

Provide education and prevention messages targeted at
creating defensible space, fuels reduction and improved
structure access.

Ongoing

Maintain and upgrade emergency notification systems. Seek
funding to purchase technical equipment necessary for
upgrades to the reverse 911 system.

Ongoing

Explore opportunities to improve access into and within the
Baker City Watershed for fire suppression purposes.

Ongoing

Baker County Interagency Fire
Prevention Team. On site contacts
by Bowen Valley and Baker Valley
Rural Fire Departments, USFS,
BLM, ODF
Baker County Emergency
Management, Baker County 911
Consolidated Dispatch Center,
Baker County Sheriff’s Office
USFS/Baker City

In addition to these goals, several accomplishments relevant to the watershed are listed in The Face
of the Elkhorns evaluation. These include improved fire response by obtaining a local interagency
single engine air tanker plane agreement (2007) to provide additional capacity as needed, review of
road access with the Baker County Road Department, obtained additional firefighting equipment,
increased training, increased fire prevention messages, and fuel reductions (pre‐2006 and 2006‐
2011 combined) of 5,372 acres of USFS land, 2,662 acres of BLM land, and 1,336 acres of private
land. These were not completed within the watershed, but may pave the way to do so in the future
(Baker County 2014).
The following details accomplishments relating to the watershed:
1. WUI Goal/Project 2011‐15
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Provide education and prevention messages targeted at creating defensible space, fuels
reduction and improved structure access.
On June 14, 2014, USFS, BLM, Baker County Emergency Management/Fire Division and
Baker Rural Fire Protection District held a community meeting specifically on the Face of the
Elkhorn Wildland Urban Interface area, which contains the watershed. Approximately 40 to
50 people participated and, during public comment period, 4 to 6 people shared a specific
concern for the watershed and communicated the goal of seeing a more aggressive
approach to reducing hazardous fuel loading, specifically, utilizing job creation and Powder
River Correctional Facility inmates in conjunction with the USFS to accomplish the work.
2. WUI Goal/Project 2011‐15
Similar partnerships (USFS, BLM, ODF, Baker County Emergency Management/Fire Division,
and two Rural Fire Districts) are currently preparing a pre‐fire planning effort in the above
WUI area. The goal is to connect with landowners in the area for public education and
conduct fire risk assessments to be use by fire agencies prior to and during a wildfire
incident. This project is aimed at private landowners below the watershed; however, joint
education and outreach would be beneficial (Baker County Interagency Fire Prevention
Team).

Communities and Current Land Use
Political Structure
Baker City has a county‐wide water management group that encompasses all communities in the
County (AP 2007). The Baker City watershed is managed by the City’s Public Works Department and
advised by the Public Works Advisory Committee, composed of community residents. The
watershed management is overseen by the DWS as well as by the USFS. The City has a use
agreement with the USFS that is formalized through an MOU that allows the City to manage the
water system and the USFS to manage the forest. One goal of this WMP process will be to complete
the revision of the MOU [currently undergoing internal review (see Appendix B, 1991 MOU and
Attachments)].

Growth Trends
The population of Baker City has remained relatively stable. The recent population has varied from a
low of 9,140 people in 1990 to a high of 10,160 in 2009. The historical growth rate from 1970
through 2012 is 0.136 percent per year. Population estimates were obtained from the Population
Research Center at Portland State University in Portland, Oregon (PSU 2012).The low population
growth rate experienced by the City of Baker City is expected to continue.

Land Use/Ownership and Development
The watershed is federal land managed by the USFS. There is no plan for development of this area,
except for the reconstruction of the Mountain Line. There are no residential, commercial, or
industrial developments in, above, or near the watershed. Small portions of the watershed are
owned by private parties, Baker City, and a small section is owned by the BLM (see Figure 13,
Property Ownership).
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Because of the necessity to keep the watershed pristine and free of outside contaminates, access to
the area is limited. Multiple uses are designated for the watershed by the USFS. Domestic water
supply is the main use, although some areas are also allowed for logging, roads, livestock, and
recreation. On the federally owned portions, only people with hunting permits are allowed within
the gated watershed boundaries. They are allowed to bring one companion. Motorized vehicles are
heavily restricted within the watershed boundaries (see Figure 14, Roadless Areas). Grazing of cattle
occurs on the privately owned sections of the watershed (below the diversions) (USDA 2014).
Adjacent range allotments (Stovepipe and Blue Canyon) are fenced off from the watershed (see
Figure 10, Range Allotments and Fences). The City has agreements in place with landowners for
watershed use and maintenance and is open to exploring options to obtain ownership of land
upstream of the Goodrich Creek intake, if the land were to become available (see Appendix D,
Private Landowner Agreements and Allotments).

Watershed Access
Entry to the watershed is highly restricted to recreational users. Hikers are allowed on
developed USFS trails on the ridges on the west boundary of the watershed. No camping is
permitted. Hunters are allowed into the watershed during deer and elk seasons if they obtain an
entry permit from Baker City. The City issues permits to hunters with valid tags. They are good
for the individual (plus one companion) only during the specific season. The Public Works
Department keeps those records. Tags are issued only if the fire danger is low enough. Less than
10 percent of the Sumpter Unit hunters seek to use the watershed for hunting; see Table 7
below. Camping is not permitted for hunters. With the exception of USFS Road 6510, which
bisects the watershed and is open to the public, motorized vehicles are not allowed within
watershed boundaries. Enforcement of the restrictions against all‐terrain vehicles (ATVs) is
difficult (see Figure 14, Roadless Areas). To deter hunters from bringing vehicles into the
watershed, the City offers the service of hauling an animal out of the watershed if the hunter
brings it to the road. Non‐point source impacts from recreation could include erosion of the
road, fires, and impacts to water quality through improper use.
TABLE 7
Watershed Hunting Permits

Year
2010
2011
2012
2013

Total ODFW
Sumpter Unit
Tags
Authorized
‐‐
3,309
3,196
2,211

Total City
Issued Permits
to Hunt in the
Watershed
249
149
136
189

Percent of Tag
Holders Seeking to
Hunt in the
Watershed
‐‐
5
4
9

Percent*
Deer
Permits
43
35
18
32

Percent*
Elk
Permits
57
63
81
65

Percent*
Goat
Permits
NA
2
1
3

*All percentages are approximate
City Data:(Murphy 2014)
ODFW Data: (ODFW 2014)

Zones of Influence
A zone of influence is an area that is outside the legal boundaries of the watershed and may,
because of activities or management practices, have a detrimental impact on the water quality
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produced within the watershed. The zones of influence comprise the following categories
summarized on Table 8.
TABLE 8
Zones of Influence
Category
A ‐ Areas that are in the watershed drainage
basin and within 500 feet of a stream used
by the City for domestic water supply.
B ‐ Areas that are in the watershed drainage
basin and more than 500 feet from a stream
used by the City for domestic water supply.
C ‐ Areas within one mile of the watershed
boundary where it is likely that wildfire
would burn into the watershed drainage
basin.
D ‐ Other areas within one mile of the
watershed boundary where it is unlikely that
wildfire would burn into the watershed
drainage basin.

Level of Protection
Same restrictions as within the boundaries of the
watershed. The Baker County Planning Department will
notify Baker City 30 days prior to any development or
zone changes in this area.
Open to full resource and activity use when good forest
management practices are administered; activities will
not degrade the water quality of the watershed.
Same fire priority as designated for the rest of the
watershed. The Baker County Planning Department will
notify Baker City 30 days prior to any development or
zone changes in this area.
Open to full resource and activity use. Management of
the resources and activities in this area will occur in such
a manner as not to affect the quantity or quality of the
water within the watershed.

(Baker City 2014)

Trespassing
Baker City Ordinance No. 3273, which prohibits entry to the watershed, was updated in 2007 (as
provided by Oregon Revised Statute 448.305 and 448.320). The current regulation is provided in
Baker City Municipal Code Section 130.11, shown below. This ordinance makes it unlawful for
any person to enter City‐owned lands in the watershed without permission from the City
Manager and USFS.
130.11 TRESPASSING ON WATERSHED
(A)
It shall be unlawful for any person to enter upon the watershed from which the City of Baker secures
its water supply without being first authorized to do so by the City Manager of the City of Baker or the
United States Forest Service. This prohibition shall not apply to persons hunting or trapping fur‐
bearing or predatory animals doing damage to public or private property, nor to persons hunting or
trapping any bird or animal for scientific purposes as that term is defined in subsection (5) of O.R.S. §
497.298.
(B)
The term "watershed", as used in this section, is hereby defined to be all property acquired, owned or
occupied by the City of Baker for its works, reservoirs, systems, springs, branches and pipes, and all
lakes, springs, streams, creeks or tributaries acquired by the City of Baker, and by means of which its
supply of water is secured, stored or conducted, including the areas draining into the lakes, springs,
streams, creeks or tributaries or any thereof.
(Ord. 2303, passed 7‐26‐1950; Ord. 2439, passed 11‐25‐1957; Ord. 3273, passed 4‐10‐2007). Penalty,
see § 130.99
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Federal and state regulations apply to the watershed as well. Secretary’s Regulation 36, Code of
Federal Regulations (CFR) 261.53 (a), and Forest Order Number 233, signed September 1, 1991,
was applied by the USFS to all national forest lands within the City’s watershed boundaries to
prohibit public entry, except by permission of the USFS. Appendix J of this order notes that the
Baker City Watershed is closed yearlong to all public except for entry routes designated below.
1. BAKER CITY WATERSHED The area east of the Elkhorn Crest from Goodrich Creek to Elk Creek
beginning at Marble Pass Trailhead and proceeding northwest along the top of the Elkhorn ridge to
Elkhorn Peak; thence north and east along the ridge top between Pine Creek and Goodrich Creek to
the Wallowa‐Whitman National Forest boundary at the Pipeline Road 7140200; thence south and east
along the Pipeline Road, crossing Marble Creek Road 6510, to a gate near Little Salmon Creek; thence
east, south and west following the section lines between Sections 20 and 17, 21, 29 to Section 30;
thence south along the line between Sections 30 and 29 to Elk Creek; thence southwest along a fence
line on the ridge in Section 31 to Road 7220088 on Elkhorn Ridge; thence northwest along Elkhorn
Ridge to Marble Pass Trailhead, the point of beginning.
OPEN ROUTES: Road 6510, and 7140220 to the Road Closed sign.

A review of the City’s trespassing ordinance is a goal of this WMP. As noted by Bill Goss (DWS),
the increased use of ATVs makes access to the watershed easier than in years past. It is noted
that the Forest Service Order supersedes the City’s trespassing ordinance, but that authority to
issue hunting permits for use in the watershed was ceded to the City in the 1991 MOU/1991
Watershed Management Plan (Hall and Macon 2014). Permission from both the USFS and the
City is required to enter the watershed. The City’s trespassing ordinance does not imply
ownership of federal lands.

Watershed Conditions
Watershed Supply
The primary source of the City's drinking water supply is the Baker City Watershed, which
encompasses 10,000 acres composed of mostly federal land, and which contains Goodrich Lake
Reservoir with a capacity of 210 MG and many other primary springs, streams, and diversions
(Baker City 2012). As shown on Figure 2, Current System Map, 11 diversions located within the
watershed collect snowmelt runoff and spring water that is utilized for the City's water supply.
Appendix C (Figure C‐1), USFS and DEQ Watershed Maps, shows the DEQ drinking water source
areas and the watershed boundary. The major diversions are Goodrich Creek, Little Mill Creek,
Mill Creek, Little Marble Creek, Marble Springs, Big Salmon Creek, and Elk Creek. The minor
diversions are Camper Springs, Henry Springs, Finley Springs, and Little Salmon Creek. Water
supply from the major and minor sources varies dependent on the time of year. As outlined on
Table 9 below, fall through early spring is when the least amount of water is available, and
spring and early summer is when water supply is at its greatest. Late summer has significant
water supply availability because the Goodrich Creek Diversion is used primarily during this
time. This water supply originates from stored water within Goodrich Reservoir. When the
watershed supply is not sufficient to meet existing demands, the City's basalt water supply well
is used as supplemental water. All diversions, with the exception of Goodrich Creek and Elk
Creek, flow directly to the Auburn Line. Water from Elk Creek flows through the Elk Creek Line,
from the Elk Creek settling basin to City reservoirs. All other diversions except Goodrich can be
conveyed by the Auburn Pipeline to the Elk Creek Settling Tank and then to the reservoir via the
Elk Creek Line. Table 9 describes each diversion.
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TABLE 9
Watershed Water Supply
Water Supply (gallons per minute [gpm])
Early
Fall
Summer (October 1 through
Spring*
High*
December 1)

Pipeline

Main Line

Major Sources:
Goodrich**

0

0

0

Little Mill Creek

600

600

200

Goodrich
Pipeline
Auburn Line

1,600

1,600

200

Auburn Line

300

200

100

Auburn Line

Marble Springs

1,500

1,000

400

Auburn Line

Salmon Creek
Elk Creek

1,500
1,000

1,000
1,000

200
200

Auburn Line
Elk Creek Sub
Line

6,500

5,400

1300

0
0
0
0
0

100
100
100
100
400

0
0
0
0
0

Big Mill Creek
Little Marble Creek

Total
Minor Sources:
Camper Springs
Henry Springs
Finley Springs
Little Salmon
Total

Bypass Line

Goodrich Pipeline via
Marble Creek Pipeline
Goodrich Pipeline via
Marble Creek Pipeline
Goodrich Pipeline via
Marble Creek Pipeline
Goodrich Pipeline via
Marble Creek Pipeline

Auburn Line
Auburn Line
Auburn Line
Auburn Line

*Flow rate shown does not include flow that bypasses the system. Therefore, a higher flow rate can be
available at times. Additionally, all flow rates are subject to seasonal conditions and may vary considerably.
**Goodrich Creek Diversion is not used during these times, only during winter and late summer low flow (not
shown in this table).

Water Rights
The City of Baker City has a primary certificated water right issued by the State of Oregon Water
Resources Department for all watershed water sources that have a priority date of 1862 through
1901. This one certificate accounts for 28 separate water sources for an allowable flow of
approximately 23,590 gpm (52.9 cubic feet per second [cfs]) (see Appendix F, Water Rights
Certificates). There is also an additional certificated water right for the Powder River for 279
gpm (0.625 cfs). Goodrich Creek Reservoir has a certificated water right of 4,817 gpm (10.8 cfs)
and a certificated water right to store 233.2 acre‐feet. The City also has a certificated water
right for the ASR well that includes 2,364 gpm (5.3 cfs) (AP 2007). The ASR well groundwater
right priority date is 1977.
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Water Quality Reports and Standards
The Baker City Municipal Watershed is one of four (Portland, Bend, Reedsport, and Baker City)
in the state that currently fulfills DWS filtration exemption requirements. The watershed must
comply with Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) requirements and requirements of the DWS.
Surface water in the watershed has experienced contamination in the past. Contaminants of
concern for the Baker City Watershed include fluoride, sodium, bacteria, and disinfection
byproducts (Trihalomethanes [THMs] and haloacetic acids [HAAs]), according to the DEQ's 2013
Powder Basin Status Report and Action Plan, which included the Baker City Watershed. (No E.
coli counts exceeding 50 per 100 milliliters (ml) have been reported, so it is not a water quality
concern [DEQ 2013]). Baker City tests for a variety of substances including copper, lead,
coliform, nitrates, Cryptosporidium, THM, and HAAs. Maximum contaminant levels (MCLs) and
analysis results for these chemicals are listed in the 2013 Annual Water Quality Report (Baker
City 2013) (see Appendix E, SDWA Exceedances, MCLs, Action Levels for Water Systems).

Existing Data Sources and Current Watershed Monitoring
Data collection near the watershed has taken place by a variety of organizations. Ambient
surface water quality monitoring occurs below the watershed in Baker City on the Powder River
at Highway 7. The station is Site 11490 and is part of a set of three monitoring stations in the
Powder Basin Watershed. It is rated as fair on the Oregon Water Quality Index. From 2001 to
2010 there was no overall trend found in the data because dissolved oxygen appeared to be
improving while phosphorus and bacteria were worsening. Total phosphorus data from the site
showed low levels in the range of 0.07 milligrams per liter (mg/L) for most of the years with a
range of 0.1 to 0.18 as the summer peak. There was a decreasing trend in concentrations (DEQ
2013).
In 2007, the DEQ increased surface water sampling in the Powder Basin Watershed for 303(d)
listed parameters including bacteria and turbidity. This was to support the effort of developing
future TMDLs for the basin. Ten locations on the Powder River and Burnt River were sampled
five times in a 30‐day period in 2010, 2011, and 2012. Sites throughout the Powder River Basin
indicate exceedances of bacteria criteria were more widespread than previously thought based
on older sampling (DEQ 2013). None of these locations were within the watershed.
In spring 2013, the PBWC began a program throughout the Powder River Basin to monitor
temperature, dissolved oxygen, pH, conductivity, and turbidity in the first year. Nutrients and
bacteria were added in the second year. Temperature monitoring is continuous. A 319 grant, the
Oregon Watershed Enhancement Board, and the Idaho Power Company are providing funding
for this effort (DEQ 2013). None of these locations are in the Baker City Watershed.
One stream in the Baker City Watershed, Elk Creek, is on the 303(d) list due to high water
temperatures. It was placed on the list in 1998 (DEQ 2013) (see Figure 8, Fish Presence and
Impaired Streams (303(d) List) of the Watershed).
Watershed supply source bacteria testing occurred in the summer of 2013 (before UV treatment
was in place), when a Cryptosporidium outbreak caused the City to sample at each intake
location in an attempt to determine the source of the contamination. Cryptosporidium is a
single‐cell parasite that is spread through fecal contamination. When digested through drinking
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water, the primary symptom is acute diarrhea; although, in rare cases, it can be life threatening.
During the outbreak, the City took direct samples from each diversion location, including the Elk
Creek Diversion, Mill Creek, Little Mill Creek, Goodrich Creek Diversion, Little Marble Creek,
Marble Springs, Salmon Creek Diversion, and several locations in the City. The cause of the
outbreak was not positively identified; however, the species C. parvum is commonly found in
cattle (although no positive samples from cattle in the area were found) (OHA 2014). The City
now treats all water with UV light, a practice that inactivates the parasite and renders it
harmless.
Drinking water from the watershed is tested after it has been chlorinated and treated with UV.
This is performed in the storage tanks in Baker City and does not provide information about
existing conditions within the watershed. The City collects samples at the vault just outside the
chlorine contact chamber for combined water samples.

Monitoring Requirements
The source water is monitored by the City as required by the Surface Water Treatment Rule
(SWTR) for surface systems without filtration to ensure that conditions of the DWS filtration
exemption are met and to document any adverse effects to the water quality. The following
data are collected by the City:
A. Sample Locations: The source water samples are collected at a location just prior to the
point of disinfection application, and where it is no longer subject to surface runoff.
B. Aerial Observations: During the summer months, the watershed is visibly inspected
from either fixed‐wing or rotor‐wing flights on an as‐needed (maximum up to weekly)
basis. Staff look for concentrations of large game, any sign of human activity, and
proper containment of cattle on adjacent USFS allotments.
C. Cameras: Periodically staff will utilize "game" cameras to monitor activity along the
Pipeline Road. This monitoring occurs in conjunction with the fall big game hunting
seasons.
D. Fencing: A fence, installed in 2013 after the Cryptosporidium outbreak, surrounding the
Elk Creek Diversion was checked and repaired in the spring as soon as access permitted
and then weekly throughout the summer and fall. The fences for the USFS Elk Creek
Allotment and the Blue Canyon Allotment are inspected and repaired prior to the spring
turnout of cattle. In addition, the fences are monitored by the grazing allotment holder
and City staff throughout the grazing season until cattle are removed (see Figure 10,
Range Allotments and Fences) (Baker City 2014).

TMDL Development
TMDLs are being developed for the Powder River Basin. Sampling from the PBWC is supporting
this effort. No TMDLs were available as of the writing of this WMP.
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Potential Pollutant Sources
The greatest potential risks to the public water system within the boundaries of the Baker City
Watershed are fire (fuel loads and illicit campfires), soil erosion (turbidity), and animals (biological
contamination).

Point Sources
No point sources have been identified within the watershed. The only pipe is the Mountain Line,
which is enclosed and not discharging in the watershed.

Non‐Point Sources
The following sections describe how some of the features characterized in the above sections could
act as non‐point sources and impairments to the watershed.

Precipitation (Spring Runoff/Rain Events/Snow Events)
A common annual impact to the watershed is high turbidity caused by spring runoff. Turbidity
can spike due to a thunderstorm event, small landslides into creek channels, or early snowmelt.
Flooding is not a major concern (AP 2007). During this period it is common for the turbidity level
to exceed the MCL for a short time. The City strategically isolates sections of the watershed with
the highest turbidities (the south half of the watershed has a southern exposure and is isolated
several weeks earlier than the north half, but then is back to normal while melt occurs on the
northern half that has northern exposures) (Baker City 1991). If turbidity is greater than 1
Nephelometric Turbidity Unit (NTU), the City does not use that source of water and closes the
nearest diversion. If turbidity is an issue, the City will use either the Goodrich Line or the
Mountain Line until the source of the problem is found and isolated (Baker City 1991).
Snow avalanches in the watershed mostly fall into Goodrich Lake; however, they could have the
effect of exacerbating spring runoff/landslide events. This is not considered a high risk to the
watershed, but monitoring of snow pack conditions can provide information about potential
risks if they do exist.

Erosion
The importance of minimizing soil erosion is critical within the Baker City Watershed. In the
areas within the watershed that are used by animals or humans, there are risks associated with
soil erosion. Hunting activities, roads, hiking trails, and other recreation may create disturbed
areas that can provide transport pathways for sediment into the streams above the diversions.
The areas adjacent to streambanks are more sensitive than where surface runoff does not flow
directly into streams. Surface erosion risks are highly dependent upon physical and climatic
characteristics, including soil type, underlying basalt geology, degree of slope, soils with high
infiltration capacity, rainfall intensities, and density of forest canopy or other vegetation. In
addition to the limited areas affected by humans and animals, other potential high soil erosion
areas would include recent landslides or recent harvest areas where vegetation has not yet
reestablished. These Zones of Influence, identified as Category A (within 500 feet of a stream
upstream of a diversion) are sensitive areas that must receive increased attention for
stabilization and minimizing soil erosion from all potential sources.
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Watershed Access (Recreation Impacts)
As detailed in the Trespassing and Watershed Access sections of this WMP, people are allowed
into the watershed on a very limited basis. However, the maximum amount of people allowed
(City permit holders and one guest) has reached 500 in previous years. Hikers are allowed to use
one trail that traverses the watershed; Marble Creek Road is open to the public to allow access
to the Elkhorn Crest National Recreation Trail to the southwest of the watershed. The area is
signed to warn the public to stay on the road to protect the watershed. The number of hunters,
coupled with accidental hiking visitors with pets, can act as a non‐point source of contaminants,
erosion, illicit vehicles, and use of the watershed.

Wildlife Impacts
An abundance of wildlife exists within the watershed boundaries. Game management is the
responsibility of ODFW, which has been working to maintain proper herd sizes of mountain
goats, deer, and elk. Over the past 10 years, Sumpter Unit deer populations have been within 69
percent and 96 percent of ODFW management objectives, and elk have been between 71 and
90 percent of ODFW management objectives (see Table 2). This indicates that populations are
within the range of historical variance. These values do not take into account the potential for
disproportionate use of the watershed by ungulates. The contiguous, high quality habitat may
incentivize greater use than the Sumpter Unit as a whole. Robust mountain goat populations
have been identified in the Elkhorns and they are being monitored to ensure populations remain
manageable (see Table 3). Large numbers of ungulates could degrade water quality due to
overuse of streams. Because of steep topography in the watershed, concentrations of game
animals near water intakes have not been a problem; however, careful management is a priority
to prevent herds from being a non‐point source of pollution to the watershed (Baker City 1991).

Transportation (Existing and Future Roads) Effects
Within the watershed, there are no major roads that are publically accessible. Except for Marble
Creek Road (Road 6510), all existing roads are gated and used by the City water system specialist
and a few other authorized users. Marble Creek Road is open to the public to allow access to the
Elkhorn Crest National Recreation Trail to the southwest of the watershed. The area is signed to
warn the public to stay on the road to protect the watershed.
There are no plans to develop future roads within the watershed. If roads are constructed, they
will be created with care to minimize impacts to water quality. Select roads are available for
wildfire control and other forest health purposes when needed (Baker City 1991).
With the planned repair of the Mountain Line, there will be a temporary increased use of
watershed roads over the next ten years, or until the work is finished. Every effort will be made
to reduce impacts to water quality due to erosion and turbidity. Construction sequencing,
design, and zones of control will minimize impairments to the ecosystem while repairing a vital
part of the municipal water system (see Figure 2, Current System Map).

Vegetation Management
Little thinning has occurred in the watershed for the past few decades, so many areas are
overgrown. The watershed has a significant fuel load and is susceptible to wildfire events, which
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could have significant detrimental effects on the City's primary water supply. If future fuel
reduction occurs, there is the potential for these actions to affect water quality and quantity due
to erosion, a reduced vegetative cover, and general increased activity in the watershed. These
non‐point sources of water impairment would be mitigated in the vegetation management plan
through preventative actions and a hydrologic analysis to assess impacts of tree removal.
Overall, the risk of forest fire increases with each passing year when no action is taken to
manage fuels in the watershed.

Livestock Impacts
With approximately 300 cow/calf pairs grazing on the perimeter of the watershed, the potential
for these animals to act as a non‐point source is high. In the past year, increased attention to
fencing and intake protection has occurred due to the 2013 Cryptosporidium outbreak. The
cause of the outbreak was not positively identified; however, the species C. parvum is
commonly found in cattle (although no positive samples from cattle in the area were found).
Permit holders must follow the maintenance requirements of the permits to keep livestock from
introducing sediment, causing erosion, and potentially introducing fecal contamination into the
water intake at Elk Creek.

Future Mining Issues
Future mining in the watershed at a large scale could have a negative impact on water quality in
terms of erosion and sediment released. There have been discussions of whether the City
should request that the BLM remove the area within the boundaries of the watershed from
mineral entry.
If the USFS were to apply for a mineral withdrawal for the watershed, any existing mining claims
would have pre‐existing rights that would allow mining on those claims even after the area was
withdrawn from mineral entry. Before the USFS would approve mining within a mineral
withdrawal, they would determine if the lime mined at these mining claims was considered
"locatable" under the mining laws. Unless this lime had some unique properties that serve a
special purpose for industry or some special need, the material would be considered "common"
and not locatable under the mining laws, and the mining claim would not be valid. The second
step would be the "prudent person test," which applies to locatable deposits. Authorizing the
removal of "common variety" material is a discretionary decision by the USFS.
The City could potentially pursue the option to purchase Monarch Marble Mine and the private
properties that border Goodrich Creek upstream of the diversion/intake. The estimated cost of
the properties on Goodrich Creek is $235,000 (Baker County Assessor 2014). If those properties
could come under City control, it could help ensure protection of the water quality.

Wildfires
Wildfire potential and fuels risk are a major vulnerability of the watershed and overall water
quality. Fuel load types have been identified in locations in the watershed and fuel reduction
opportunities are examined in the Watershed Goals and Objectives section of this WMP. The
fact that diversions are generally not in the same canyon and/or draw provides some protection,
but a wildfire in the watershed could be devastating to the water supply. If a fire were to occur,
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the City would use available surface water diversions and the groundwater supply (Appendix F,
Groundwater Rights). An uncontrolled fire could contribute to a non‐point source of pollution
to the creeks by introducing turbidity through particulate dispersion, increasing water
temperatures, reducing riparian buffer areas, and reducing water filtration efficacy by removing
vegetation from the system.
Every effort is made to prevent a wildfire from starting, and, if started, the goal would be to
extinguish it quickly. Few fires have occurred in the watershed, and they have been small,
mostly started by lightning strikes, and extinguished quickly with very little impact to the
watershed (see Figure 12, Watershed Fire History).
Fire prevention is practiced by following all restrictions and requirements imposed by the USFS
and ODF on the private lands below the watershed. ODF and the Baker County Fire Prevention
Board are very proactive in wildfire awareness and prevention in the private lands adjacent to
the watershed. ODF, Baker Rural Fire District (RFD) and Haines RFD have burning restrictions in
place during periods of high fire danger.
Fire detection within the watershed has historically been through public reports, aerial
detection flights, and reports from the City Water Specialist. The USFS has fire suppression
responsibility within the watershed. If the Water Specialist is first on the site, the City Technical
Services Department will be notified as to the location of the fire. The Technical Services
Department will then notify USFS Fire Dispatch of the fire location. The Water Specialist would
need wildland firefighting training to qualify to assist the USFS in firefighting efforts.
The goals and accomplishments outlined in The Face of the Elkhorns WUI section of the Baker
County CWPP are aimed at reducing the incidence and severity of fires in the watershed, which
in turn would provide positive effects on water quality (Baker County 2014).

Biological Contaminants
Biological contaminants can be introduced into the municipal watershed through non‐point
animal vectors. Currently, water from the watershed is treated with chlorine and UV treatment
before being piped to the storage reservoir. Water testing occurs only at the storage reservoir
after treatment. This includes testing for copper, lead, nitrate, Cryptosporidium, total and fecal
coliforms, THMs, HAAs, and other semi‐volatile organic compounds and volatile organic
compounds. These results are reported in the Baker City Water Quality Report and Conservation
Tips (Baker City 2012).
The most high‐profile biological contamination of the watershed that occurred was the
Cryptosporidium outbreak in the summer of 2013. In this case, the contamination was most
likely due to a breech in fencing which allowed cattle too close to the source water. A fence has
since been repaired, and the City has taken on responsibility for fence maintenance (AP 2013).
Drinking water also undergoes UV treatment in addition to chlorination treatment. A primary
goal of this WMP is to codify Baker City’s goals for control of biological contamination through a
WCP (contained in this document).
An additional potential source considered for biological contaminants was aerial fire retardants
used in fire suppression efforts within the watershed. The USFS maintains a 300‐foot buffer for
surface water, per the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS), Nationwide Aerial
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Application of Fire Retardant. However, in some watersheds with high precipitation, there is
potential for nutrients from the aerial fire retardants (ammonia polyphosphates) to cause blue‐
green algae blooms (USDA 2011). In the Baker City Watershed, because of the low precipitation
during the summer and the strong research supporting the lack of effect on stream water
quality outside of the buffer, this is not considered a high‐risk source of biological contaminants
to the watershed.

Data Gaps Analysis
While there is a lack of quantitative water quality data in the watershed (due to access restrictions
that would make routine sampling difficult), there is a great deal of observational data from the
water quality specialist that enables a good understanding of the factors that contribute to
watershed management goals. There is also sampling downstream from the watershed, which
provides data about pollutants possibly originating in the watershed. These sources of data create
information that is robust and can be used for prioritizing the critical areas for the watershed.
Additional data will be compiled as they are obtained or collected and presented in future reports.
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4. Watershed Goals and Objectives
Baker City Watershed Management Approach
Baker City has a WMP from 1991 that had been serving as part of the WCP. This revised WMP includes a
WCP to meet state and federal standards.
This WMP serves to support the larger planning mechanisms of the Power Basin Status Report and
Action Plan (DEQ 2013) and the Blue Mountains National Forests Proposed Revised Land Management
Plan (USDA 2014).
Collected data and input from the stakeholders have been used to prepare goals, priorities, and action
strategies.

Critical Areas of Vulnerabilities
Watershed Integrity Preservation
Access to the watershed by animals and people is one area of vulnerability identified as most
needing to be addressed. Area use will increase during rebuilding of the Mountain Line. A key
component will be to control animal access in the watershed and entire drainage area. Continuing
to control access to the watershed is a critical primary objective of the WMP. Livestock will not be
allowed within the boundaries of the watershed. If needed, preventative measures will be used to
prevent animals from trespassing into the watershed.

Fire Risks
Fire risk has increased over time in the watershed, as fuels have accumulated over decades of fire
suppression. Because the watershed is in a roadless area, opportunities for treatment and
harvesting are limited and would also pose some risks to increasing erosion and turbidity in the
watershed (DEQ 2003). The potential for large‐scale wildfire is a threat to the watershed to be
addressed in this WMP. Identifying further opportunities for reducing fuels and developing fuel
breaks are priorities for mitigating this vulnerability.

Water Quality
Pathogens have been identified in the watershed at minimal levels, with the exception of the
Cryptosporidium outbreak in the summer of 2013. Increased monitoring, treatment, and
preventative measures will be identified to reduce pathogen‐inducing conditions. The key is to focus
on prevention and reduction of turbidity, organics, and pathogens. This is identified as a
vulnerability to be addressed.

Preliminary Management Goals and Strategies
Watershed Integrity Preservation
Sources of vulnerability to the watershed are an overabundance of animals, overuse by people,
riparian habitat deterioration, and fence deterioration. By controlling entrance to the watershed, it
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is hoped that the City’s filtration exemption will be maintained. Preliminary goals and strategies
include:


Goal 1: Keep water rights secure and review mining restrictions.
Strategy: Review existing water rights and attempt to acquire more, if possible. Review
current mining claims.



Goal 2: Review the City's trespassing ordinance.
Strategy: Review the City's trespassing ordinance to determine if new ATV regulations are
warranted to ensure that the watershed continues to be well protected.



Goal 3: Improve and expand public education programs.
Strategies:





Encourage people to stay out of the watershed, keep hunting animals and pets out
of the watershed by initiating discussions with hunters and visitors in the
watershed, and include information about the City’s courtesy game pickup service
to reduce the incentive to bring vehicles into the watershed.



Include information about upgrades to the water system (Mountain Line
improvements) in newsletters and other media sources. Include information about
fence maintenance and activities in the watershed. Baker City will also continue to
publish watershed information in updates sent to water users (this WMP will also be
made available on the City's website). Baker City will periodically make public
service announcements regarding the watershed, if needed.



Continue to support the Baker County Interagency Fire Prevention Team with public
education programs for wildfire prevention. Explore funding opportunities for public
education and fire prevention programs.

Goal 4: Maintain, inspect, and increase watershed fencing in critical areas.
Strategy: Maintain Elk Creek fence and initiate Goodrich Creek Diversion fencing. Improve
Marble Creek area fencing. Confirm the fence boundaries (collect GPS fence perimeter
information). Document the current condition of the fence lines. The Water Specialist will
continue to conduct periodic monitoring of fences, boundaries, and watershed conditions.
This information will continue to be reported through annual reports and weekly bulletins.



Goal 5: Increase signage in the watershed.
Strategy: Increase road signs in the watershed so it is posted every one‐quarter to one mile
that the watershed is not for the public's use.



Goal 6: Review hunting permits.
Strategy: Work with ODFW to review hunting permits and ensure optimal herd
management. Include a follow‐up method to determine how many hunters used their City‐
issued permit to enter the watershed, and whether an animal was harvested. Refine the
process for allowing/limiting access during fire season.
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Goal 7: Review grazing permits.
Strategy: Determine the feasibility of increasing buffers on allotments, purchasing
allotments, purchasing private property near the watershed if it becomes available, and
reducing access to the watershed by animals. Ensure that current permit holders are
following the conditions of their permit for fence repair, stock water, pipe repair, and brush
clearing.



Goal 8: Increase ASR storage projects.
Strategy: Focus resources to ensure the aquifer contains a surplus of water for use during
periods of high demand and low flow.



Goal 9: Complete revision of the 1991 MOU between Baker City and the USFS to include the
new goals and strategies of this WMP.
Strategy: Baker City will meet with the USFS to draft and approve a new MOU.

Increased Forestland Management and Fire Risk Reduction
Reduction of fire risk will occur through a phased plan. Vegetation will be managed in such a way
that it will maintain or enhance water quality. A fuels reduction strategy has been developed with
substantial guidance from the USFS. Robert Macon and Michelle Owen will work together to ensure
milestones are met. Preliminary goals and strategies include:


Goal 1: Review all past thinning activities, prescribed burn areas, and fuel risk areas to
prioritize thinning efforts. Implement and focus resources toward the CWPP goals relating
to the watershed (2011‐16 goals).
Strategy: Review Figure 5A‐B, Fuel Management Areas, and the CWPP The Face of the
Elkhorns analysis and prioritize areas to be thinned in the next 10 years. Prioritize areas that
were identified as high priority but not thinned in the Washington/Watershed
Environmental Impact Statement and OWEB grant funding plans, and also those that will
create fire breaks. Review the use of aerial fire retardants in the watershed and methods for
fuel reduction to decrease the need for fire suppression.



Goal 2: Obtain funding and partners for the fuel reduction efforts.
Strategy: Apply for an OWEB grant with the USFS and Powder River Correctional Facility,
similar to the 1998 grant that provided funding for USFS employees and inmate crews to
access the watershed to thin priority areas. Seek funding for development of a Watershed
Wildland Fire Recovery Plan.



Goal 3: Work toward restoring the forest within the Baker City Watershed to within the
historic range of variability by 2025.
Strategy: Begin fuel reduction work as soon as possible by having Baker City request
assistance from state and federal elected officials. This may include requesting an
emergency declaration by the Governor and/or requesting federal dollars be allocated to
assist with fuel reduction costs.
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Strategy: USFS employees and Powder River Correctional Facility inmate crews will cut and
pile trees and burn small piles. Piles from previous thinning efforts will also be burned.
Maintenance burning will also be performed in previously‐treated areas.


Goal 4: Integrate WMP goals into the USFS 10‐year action plan.
Strategy: Work with the USFS to accomplish linking watershed fuel reduction goals to the
USFS operating/action plans.



Goal 5: Increase fire response preparedness in Public Works staff.
Strategy: Consider the feasibility of training select Public Works staff in wildland
firefighting/incident command system techniques.



Goal 6: Mitigate risks of erosion in sensitive areas ‐ Category A Zones of Influence (within
500 feet of a stream upstream of a diversion). Consider the feasibility of conducting LIDAR
mapping of the watershed.
Strategy: Prioritize management of areas that will result in erosion risk reduction in
Category A Zones of Influence within the watershed. Work with local agencies (through the
2014 Oregon LIDAR Acquisition Prioritization Plan) to make LIDAR mapping of the watershed
area a priority to allow for the assessment of landslide potential, erosion, and watershed
management.

Water Quality Protection
Indicators of water quality impairment are pathogen presence, livestock presence, herd animal
presence, and turbidity in water. Water quality will be protected at the watershed level as well as
through treatment processes identified in the WCP portion of this WMP. The ultimate goal is to have
no exceedances of pathogen MCLs. Preliminary goals and strategies include:


Goal 1: Upgrade intake systems: flowmeters and intake screens.
Strategy: Install permanent flowmeters at intake locations and change all intake screens to
self‐cleaning screens within three years.



Goal 2: Protect water quantity and quality with effective piping methods.
Strategy: Rebuild the Mountain Line within 10 years in a way that reduces effects on water
quality during construction and ensures improved water quality after construction.



Goal 3: Improve the water treatment process.
Strategy: Complete the permanent UV treatment facility within one year; maintain the
temporary facility in the interim.



Goal 4: Support TMDL development efforts.
Strategy: Provide data and input to regional TMDL development efforts to help create
standards for water quality protection. Obtain data from regional sampling efforts to
compare watershed water quality to regional water quality.



Goal 5: Monitor water quality at intake locations and after treatment.
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Strategy: As per the WCP below, conduct routine monitoring and testing for coliform at
intake locations, when required, to ensure bacterial requirements are being met. Water will
be tested after it is treated with chlorine and UV light to ensure drinking water standards
are met.


Goal 6: Review USFS policy regarding the use of aerial retardants in the watershed to ensure
that regulations are in place to limit contributions to blue‐green algae blooms and
determine whether a monitoring program for reservoirs is warranted.
Strategy: Consult with DWS and conduct a desktop review to determine if the watershed is
at risk for blue‐green algae blooms.



Goal 7: Reporting.
Strategy: The City of Baker City will conduct sanitary surveys when requested by DWS (not
necessarily on an annual basis). When sanitary surveys are conducted, the City will submit
the report by October 10 of the survey year. The DWS will use this information to write a
watershed report.



Goal 8: Delineate the hydrological boundary of the watershed to include the Goodrich Creek
Diversion (currently located outside the watershed).
Strategy: Work with DWS to create a map showing the hydrological watershed boundary.
This will not change the legally‐defined watershed boundary.



Goal 9: Maintain the water filtration exemption via a WCP.
Strategy: Approval of the WCP detailed below.

Watershed Control Plan
Introduction
Water quality protection and pathogen risk reduction will be accomplished through
following the guidance of this WCP. The WCP has several components; it is primarily focused
on human health protection, which is related to watershed health, but it also encompasses
activities taking place outside of the watershed (i.e., treatment and storage) before the
water is used by the public.
The WCP must characterize the watershed hydrology and land ownership, identify
watershed characteristics and activities that have or may have an adverse effect on source
water quality, and monitor the occurrence of activities that may have an adverse effect on
source water quality. This has been accomplished in Section 3, Watershed Inventory and
Characterization.
The goal of the Baker City WCP is to maintain or improve the present quantity and quality of
the raw water of the watershed, and to ensure water quality is maintained at or above the
level set by the SWTR, effective December 31, 1990 (OAR Chapter 333‐61‐032). The SWTR is
part of the amendments to the SDWA, EPA 40 CFR Parts 141 and 142. In addition, this WCP
takes into account the Long‐Term 2 Enhanced Surface Water Treatment Rule (LT2ESWTR)
promulgated by the EPA in 2006 (Baker City 2014). This program also complies with EPA’s
March 1991 "Guidance Manual for Compliance with the Filtration and Disinfection
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Requirements for Public Water Systems Using Surface Water Sources," specifically Section
3.3.1 and Appendix J. Section 3.3.1 addresses WCP best practices that are included in this
WCP.
The SWTR and LT2ESWTR prescribe treatment by filtration to protect against potential
adverse health effects of Giardia lamblia, viruses, Legionella, Cryptosporidium, and other
pathogenic organisms that are removed by filtration. Filtration was mandated because
Giardia lamblia and Cryptosporidium are not effectively deactivated by normal disinfection
practices, and other organisms are more effectively controlled by the "dual barrier" concept,
that is, filtration plus disinfection. The watershed control measures to limit human activities
are designed to reduce the potential for viruses to occur in the water supply, thereby
eliminating the need for filtration under certain conditions when other criteria are met
(Baker City 2014). The UV treatment facility (temporary now, with a permanent facility
under construction) will allow the City to be compliant with the LT2ESWTR of the SDWA. The
UV system will be the second form of disinfection as required for a non‐filtered surface
water system. In addition, the UV system meets the 3‐log Cryptosporidium inactivation
requirement (see Figure 15, Water Supply System Schematic).
The City was notified by the DWS in a letter dated July 26, 1991, that the City meets all
criteria for exemption to filtration. This exemption currently remains in place for the
watershed supply sources.

Watershed Management/Operation
Organizational Structure
The City’s Public Works Department has overall responsibility for the operation,
maintenance, and construction of the Water Department, including the operation of the
watershed. The watershed is the direct responsibility of the Water Specialist, who is
supervised by the Water Supervisor, who in turn is supervised by the Director of Public
Works, who reports directly to the City Manager. In the event additional help is needed
for coverage because of illness, vacation, or just to assist with the workload, needed
help is furnished by the Public Works Department.
Operations
The design of the collection and supply system allows for a great deal of flexibility in
managing the watershed to ensure the City’s ability to supply an adequate quantity and
quality of domestic water to the City’s customers. In the case of exceeding turbidity
MCLs, the system has a turbidity monitor, alarm, and bypass station that automatically
bypasses any turbid water and turns it to waste and, at the same time, sets off visual
and audible alarms at the reservoir. The system also notifies the Water Specialist’s
home using an automatic dialer telephone. In the event the operator does not answer,
it dials Public Works employees qualified to respond. When notified that the turbidity
MCL is exceeded, the watershed operator locates the source of the problem and isolates
it either by turning off the individual stream or isolating an entire section of the
watershed. This can be accomplished by bringing the water to the City in one of the
three transmission lines available.
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If the turbidity is widespread or a long‐lasting problem, the system is switched from
surface water to groundwater by using the City’s deep well, which has capacity
exceeding the water demand in the spring when turbidity is more likely to occur. Even
during periods of high demand, groundwater sources are adequate with some rationing.
Also, an additional basalt water supply well is currently being developed (Baker City
2014).

Sanitary Survey of the Watershed
Performing sanitary surveys of the watershed fulfills OAR 333‐061‐0075. Sanitary surveys
are required for all water systems utilizing surface water sources or groundwater sources
that do not provide filtration treatment. The Baker City Watershed currently maintains its
water filtration exemption and will conduct sanitary surveys of the watershed as deemed
necessary by the DWS to meet the requirements of the filtration exemption, OAR 333‐061‐
0032(2)(c)(B). Sanitary survey of the watershed includes an evaluation of the following
features in the watershed and their effect on water quality. The Watershed Inventory and
Characterization section of this WMP will serve as a baseline by which to compare the
following features:
a. Nature and condition of intake facilities, diversions, screens, perimeter fences, signs,
and gates.
b. Changes in surface geology, soils, presence of slides, vegetation characteristics, animal
populations, and precipitation.
c. Human activities, grazing, zoning restrictions, logging, recreational activities, proximity
of fecal contamination to the intakes, and measures to control activities in the
watershed.
d. Nature of raw water, level of coliform organisms, vulnerability assessments of potential
contaminants, algae, turbidity, color, mineral constituents, retention time in reservoir,
and time required for flow from sources of contamination to intake. A list of water
quality problems and how they were solved/are proposed to be solved.
e. Type and effectiveness of measures to control contamination and algae, disinfection
applications and residuals carried, monitoring practices, and patrol of borders.
f.

Special concerns regarding the watershed and/or operations and what is planned or has
been done to address those concerns.

g. A written report will be made and submitted to the DWS with a copy to the Wallowa‐
Whitman National Forest no later than October 10 of the survey year as per OAR 333‐
061‐0040(1)(e)(B)(i). The content will be consistent with the requirements above‐stated
in OAR 333‐061‐0032(2)(c)(B) and 333‐061‐0075(3).
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Water Quality Objectives
Federal and State Requirements
Baker City’s water system comes under the jurisdiction of two water quality regulating
agencies: the EPA and the DWS. The State of Oregon assumed primacy in February 1986
for the enforcement of the federal SDWA. Therefore, the City of Baker City consults
with the DWS.
a. Safe Drinking Water Act
The Federal Interim Primary Drinking Water Regulations went into effect in 1977 as
a result of the SDWA of 1974 (Public Law 93‐523). The primary regulations address
requirements concerning elements, trace minerals, compounds, and
microorganisms that may affect the health of the water consumer. The SDWA
provides for monitoring, testing requirements, reporting and recordkeeping, and
public notification procedures in the event of non‐compliance. The SDWA does not
prescribe treatment requirements, design standards, etc. It primarily deals with
water quality performance. These regulations have necessitated the revision and
upgrading of many water systems to meet the requirements of the SDWA. On
August 6, 1996, President Clinton signed the 1996 SDWA Amendments. The
previous 1986 Amendments specified a list of 83 contaminants to be regulated with
a mandate to add 25 to the list every three years. The 1996 Amendments
established a new risk‐based contaminant selection (AP 2000). The City met these
requirements through testing and system upgrades.
b. 1989 Surface Water Treatment Rule
Contained within the 1986 Amendments to the SDWA were statutory provisions
requiring filtration of surface water supplies. These Amendments were finalized in
1989 and included the SWTR.
The water treatment section of this WCP meets the guidance of OAR 333‐061‐0032,
"Treatment Requirements and Performance Standards for Surface Water,
Groundwater Under Direct Influence of Surface Water [GWUDI], and Groundwater,"
especially section (2) "Requirements for systems utilizing surface water or GWUDI
sources without filtration," (c) "site specific conditions," (B) "Maintain a
comprehensive WCP which minimizes the potential for contamination by Giardia
lamblia cysts, Cryptosporidium oocysts, and viruses in the source water."
According to these rules, filtration would be required for unfiltered water systems
that do not meet specific requirements. These requirements are divided into two
categories: source water quality conditions and site‐specific conditions. The City
meets the requirements for unfiltered water systems.
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Source Water Quality Conditions
Coliform
Coliform bacteria analysis is utilized to measure the microbiological quality of drinking
water and is primarily an indication of the absence or presence of disease‐causing
organisms. For the most part, coliform bacteria, which generally does not cause
diseases, has been found to be hardier than actual disease‐causing organisms. Though
coliform is a good indicator for disease‐causing organisms, it is not a catch‐all solution
for indication of pathogenic organisms. Experience has shown that some pathogenic
organisms are more resistant to water treatment than coliform bacteria and that
disease outbreaks have occurred although the coliform standard has been met. The
SWTR identifies required limits for raw water fecal coliform occurrence in order to limit
the probability of disease outbreak. As stated, these limits do not guarantee that a
water‐borne disease outbreak would not occur. Proper disinfection further limits the
probability of disease outbreak.
To avoid filtration, at least 90 percent of the source water samples analyzed during the
previous six months must have fecal coliform concentrations equal to or less than 20 per
100 ml for fecal coliforms and 100 per 100 ml for total coliforms. For the past several
years the City tested for E. coli, but since August of 2013 the City has utilized the fecal
coliform test and has consistently met the required criteria.
Turbidity
In addition to meeting raw water coliform requirements, the raw water must meet
turbidity limits. Turbidity is a physical quality parameter of water that indicates its
tendency to scatter light because of the presence of particulates. Turbidity is measured
directly with an instrument employing the Nephelometric method, in which the light
source is located at a 90‐degree angle to the light receptor. Turbidity is of concern
because of its potential for interfering with water treatment disinfection processes and
microbiological analysis methods. It may affect disinfection by interfering with the
formation of disinfect residuals or by shielding pathogenic organisms from the
disinfectant. Turbidity can also be responsible for false negative bacteriologic test
results. To avoid filtration, the raw water turbidity cannot exceed 5 NTUs on an ongoing
basis while the system is being used. Additionally, if the NTU exceeds 1, one raw water
sample must be collected for fecal or coliform analysis. Turbidity must be monitored
continuously or grab samples collected every four hours. The City employs continuous
monitoring.
According to water quality and production data from the past five years, there has not
been a recorded incident of NTUs equal to or greater than 5. Most NTUs recorded were
less than 1 although there were numerous occurrences of NTUs greater than 1. The
main reason that the City does not see an occurrence of NTUs greater than 5 is the
utilization of turbidity monitoring and the water bypass system. Monitoring results
show that the City is meeting the turbidity requirements.
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Site‐Specific Conditions
The SWTR contains many site‐specific conditions that are required to maintain an
unfiltered water status. These conditions are:


Adequate disinfection



Reliable disinfection



Adequate disinfection residual for finished water



Adequate disinfection residual in the distribution system



WCP



Annual site inspection



No identified water‐borne disease outbreaks



Compliance with MCL for coliform



Compliance with MCL for THM

The following sections discuss how the City meets each of these criteria.
Adequate Disinfection
A disinfection treatment process used by a non‐filtering water system must ensure 99.9
percent (3 log) inactivation of Giardia cysts and 99.99 percent (4 log) inactivation of
viruses. This is accomplished by maintaining disinfectant residuals and disinfection
contact time (CT) as provided in the SWTR.
The CT must be calculated each day the water system is used. Inactivation must be met
every day the system serves water to the public with the exception of one day per
month. The system, on a continual basis, must meet the CT requirements at least 11 of
every 12 months. The only exception is if a system fails to meet the requirement two of
the 12 months and the State deems the occurrences were due to unusual or
unpredictable circumstances.
The City is currently meeting the requirements for inactivation of Giardia cysts and
viruses with chlorination and contact time.
Reliable Disinfection
The disinfection system must be reliable. The system must include redundant
components including auxiliary power with automatic startup and alarms and potential
automatic shutoff when residuals fall below 0.2 mg/L, unless unreasonable risk to health
or fire protection would subsequently occur. This requirement is met by the City with
UV and chlorination procedures.
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Finished Water Residual
The disinfection residual for water entering the distribution system cannot be less than
0.2 mg/L for more than four hours at a given time during use. The City's water meets the
time requirements for all water entering the distribution system.
Distribution System Residual
The disinfection residual for water within the distribution system cannot be
undetectable in more than 5 percent of the samples each month for any two
consecutive months. The City meets this requirement as recorded in the monthly
sampling results.
Watershed Control Plan
The City must develop a WCP to minimize the potential for contamination by Giardia
cysts and viruses in the source water. The City meets this requirement because it has a
WCP and this document is an update to it.
Annual Site Inspection
The system's WCP and disinfection treatment process must be inspected annually on
site by the State. The on‐site inspection must review:


The effectiveness of the WCP



Physical conditions of source intakes and protection



System maintenance and procedures



Disinfection equipment condition



Operating procedures



Records

From the inspection, needed equipment, maintenance, operation, or data collection are
identified. A report of the on‐site inspection must be prepared annually. The City meets
this requirement by conducting an annual survey with DWS.
No Identified Disease Outbreaks
In order to maintain an unfiltered water status, the system must not have been
identified as a source of water‐borne disease outbreak (unless another method of
treatment would mitigate the offending circumstances). The City meets this
requirement through the new UV treatment system.
Compliance with MCL
The system must comply with the MCLs for total coliform and total THMs and HAAs.
The State of Oregon can make exception to compliance with the total coliform MCL if it
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determines that failure to meet the requirements was not caused by a deficiency in
treatment. The City is in compliance with MCLs.

Interim Enhanced Surface Water Treatment Rule (IESWTR) (2002)
Though the 1996 Amendments to the SWDA did not immediately involve changes to the
SWTR, two new rules emerged in 1998. The first rule was the IESWTR and the second rule
was the Stage 1 Disinfectants/Disinfection Byproducts Rule (DBPR). Both rules were
published in the Federal Register on December 16, 1998.
The IESWTR was developed to cover additional areas of concern that the original SWTR did
not address. The goal of the SWTR is to reduce risk to less than one infection per year per
10,000 people. The rule is designed to optimize treatment reliability and enhance physical
removal efficiencies to minimize the Cryptosporidium levels in finished water. It was
determined that, due to the high pathogenic concentrations of some sources, the treatment
levels identified in the SWTR may not still achieve this health goal. Additionally, these
communities tend to increase disinfection levels in order to control microbial pathogens
that can create health risks associated with disinfectant byproducts. Therefore, the IESWTR
and the Stage 1 DBPR were developed to work together.
The rule establishes a Maximum Contaminant Level Goal (MCLG) of zero for
Cryptosporidium and requires 2‐log removal requirements for systems that filter. For
unfiltered systems, Cryptosporidium must be included in watershed control requirements.
The IESWTR requires sanitary surveys for all public water systems (regardless of size) using
surface water or GWUDI.
The IESWTR applies to surface water sources for communities of 10,000 or more people.
Compliance with the rule was required by December 17, 2001, and March 16, 2001, for
elevated disinfection byproducts levels. According to the DWS, Baker City’s unfiltered
source will not be required to meet the turbidity and Cryptosporidium requirements as long
as the unfiltered source requirements previously stated are met. IESWTR requirements are
as follows:
THM and HAA Monitoring
If a system does not have sufficient existing data available to determine if a disinfection
profile is required, four quarters of THM and HAA are needed to establish an annual
average value. If the values established are less than 0.064 mg/L for THM and 0.048
mg/L for HAA, a disinfection profile is not required.
Disinfection Profile and Benchmark
Surface water systems having a THM of 0.065 mg/L, or HAA of 0.048 mg/L on an annual
average must develop a disinfection profile. The disinfection profile identifies the daily
inactivation represented by the CT value. From this profile, a disinfection benchmark is
developed that is the lowest monthly average inactivation. The disinfection benchmark
is used during the development of disinfection practice modifications to meet the more
restrictive MCLs for the Stage 1 DBPR.
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Cryptosporidium
For filtered surface water systems, the IESWTR sets a MCLG of zero for Cryptosporidium
and sets a requirement for 2‐log removal. For unfiltered sources, the IESWTR requires
that the existing WCP include the control of potential sources of Cryptosporidium.
Cryptosporidium is proving to be a difficult organism to combat in surface water supply
systems. Because of the oocysts' protective covering, Cryptosporidium is resistant to
chlorine. Filtration systems also have problems removing Cryptosporidium because of
its size (4 to 6 micrometers in diameter). Even state‐of‐the‐art water systems have not
been able to completely remove Cryptosporidium.
Turbidity Requirements
For filtered surface water supply systems, the IESWTR requires more restrictive turbidity
limits. Presently, turbidity limits for filtered systems are 0.3 NTU for 95 percent of
measurements taken each month and no greater than 1 NTU. The DWS has stated that
Baker City’s unfiltered water supply is not required to meet these more restrictive limits.
Presently, Baker City’s limits are that the raw water turbidity cannot exceed 5 NTUs and
that additional coliform sampling is required if the turbidity exceeds 1 NTU.
Stage 1 DBPR
The Stage 1 DBPR was developed in conjunction with the IESWTR. The Stage 1 DBPR
establishes MCLGs for some regulated DBPs, a more restrictive MCL for THM and HAA,
and a new MCL for chlorite and bromate. For both byproducts and residuals, the goals
are non‐enforceable. The MCL and maximum residual disinfectant level (MRDL) are
enforceable contaminant standards.
Treatment Technique
The rules also include treatment techniques for conventional filtration systems for
minimizing the production of DBPs. Compliance can be achieved by removal of a
specified percentage of total organic carbon using enhanced coagulation or enhanced
softening.
Best Available Technology (BAT)
The BAT for each MCL and MRDL is set within the Stage 1 DBPR.

Long‐Term 1 Enhanced Surface Water Treatment Rule (LT1ESWTR)
Effective March 2002, the LT1ESWTR is similar to the IESWTR when applied to small systems
using surface water or groundwater under the direct influence of surface water.

Long‐Term 2 Enhanced Surface Water Treatment Rule
The LT2ESWTR and the Stage 2 DBPR strengthen protection against microbial contaminants,
especially Cryptosporidium, and reduce potential health risks of DBPs (EPA 2005).
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The LT2ESWTR supplements existing regulations by targeting additional Cryptosporidium
treatment requirements. The LT2ESWTR and Stage 2 DBPR address concerns about risk
tradeoffs between eliminating pathogens and DBPs (EPA 2005).
The EPA implemented the LT2ESWTR in 2006, which required the City to perform sampling
and testing, resulting in the detection of the Cryptosporidium oocyst in Baker City’s surface
water collection source (the watershed). In August 2013, 23 cases of cryptosporidiosis, an
intestinal illness, were confirmed by the Baker County Health Department (OHA 2014).
Detection of the parasite triggered the installation of the temporary UV light treatment
system at the water treatment plant to inactivate the Cryptosporidium oocysts and render
them harmless. The temporary UV light system has been in place since March of 2014, and
the permanent UV treatment facility is currently under construction and will be complete by
December 2014 (Baker City 2013).
Under the LT2ESWTR, systems are required to monitor water sources with two years of
monthly sampling for Cryptosporidium to determine treatment requirements. Small filtered
water systems are allowed to first monitor for E. coli bacterium because this is less
expensive to analyze than Cryptosporidium, and only conduct Cryptosporidium monitoring if
results exceed specified concentration levels (EPA 2005).
Systems must conduct a second round of monitoring six years after completing the initial
round to determine if source water conditions have changed significantly. Systems are not
required to monitor if they provide the maximum level of treatment required under the rule
(EPA 2005).
All unfiltered water systems must provide at least 99 or 99.9 percent (2‐ or 3‐log)
inactivation of Cryptosporidium, depending on monitoring results. Baker City meets this
inactivation requirement through UV treatment; by providing the maximum treatment level
required under the rule, monitoring is not required.
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5. Implementation and Evaluation
Implementation Schedule, Milestones, and Criteria for Evaluation
An implementation strategy is listed on Figure 16, Implementation Schedule, Milestones, and Criteria for
Evaluation, and will be evaluated each year by the City.

Implementation Schedule
Goals, strategies, milestones, and evaluation methods are listed on Figure 16. Maintenance for this
WMP will be directed by the Baker City Public Works Department with support from the USFS. WMP
maintenance will include periodic reviews of the plan and reprioritization of goals. Reviews will
occur when major changes occur in watershed conditions or municipal use of the watershed.
Reviews will seek to include public stakeholder participants. A total revision of the WMP will occur in
10 years, if funding permits.

Interim Milestones
Milestones will be reviewed each year and discussed when Sanitary Survey Reports are required.
The Sanitary Survey Reports will review progress toward goals, milestones, amount of fuel
reduction, and the water quality standards results from the sanitary survey of the watershed and
any water testing.

Monitoring and Evaluation
Effectiveness will be evaluated through the Sanitary Survey Report and DWS reports. Adaptive
management will allow the City to modify goals and targets. The details of this WMP are listed
earlier in the WCP portion of this document. Continued public and interagency involvement will be
necessary to accomplish many goals in this WMP. Copies of the WMP will be available at City Hall in
Baker City and on line.

Funding Sources
The technical advisory group can provide all initially needed technical support to accomplish goals and
strategies. This WMP was funded through the Oregon Infrastructure Finance Authority ‐ Safe Drinking
Water Revolving Loan Fund Grant for Source Water Protection. Additional funding will be needed to
complete the sanitary surveys, fuel reduction, water quality sampling, and reports. Ideally, an OWEB
grant will be obtained, as well as USFS funding. Financial assistance will be required to increase fencing
in the area. Following are preliminary estimates of financial assistance needed and possible sources of
funding. See Figure 16 for funding needs and estimates.


Expand Public Education Program ‐ $5,000, EPA K‐12 grant



Fencing ‐ Approximately $10,000 per mile (Mayer, Olson 2012), apply for EPA Section 319
funding and DWS funding



Signs ‐ $100 per sign, Water Fund ‐ funded by utility rates (or OWEB grant, October 10, 2014
deadline)
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Thinning ‐ $5,000,000, OWEB grants, USFS funding, others as available



Upgrade Intake Systems ‐ $3,500 per intake location, Water Fund ‐ funded by utility rates



Rebuild Mountain Line ‐ $5,000,000, Water Fund ‐ funded by utility rates



UV Treatment Facility ‐ $3,000,000, IFA Loan



Water Monitoring ‐ $1,500 per sample, apply for EPA Section 319 funding

Conclusion


Baker City has a watershed that has served the community since its inception. The City has
continued to proactively protect this resource, and this WMP provides a framework for active
vegetation management, water quality monitoring, and institutional controls to ensure that the
watershed continues to be a valuable and well protected resource into the future. Watershed
integrity will continue to be preserved through regulations including permit/ordinance reviews
and completing the revision of the 1991 MOU between Baker City and the USFS. Improving
engineering controls such as fencing and signage is also critical to ensuring access to the
watershed is limited.



Forest health management will be accomplished through planning, funding, and conducting fuel
reduction projects in conjunction with the CWPP objectives over the next 10 years, and as
approved by the USFS.



Water quality will be maintained and improved through small‐ and large‐scale projects over the
next 10 years including replacing the Mountain Line with modern piping material, completing
the permanent UV treatment facility, and implementing monitoring and reporting requirements
of a WCP. Through these means, the City will work to retain the filtration exemption for the
watershed.

Limiting access to the watershed, reducing fire risk through vegetation management, and working to
improve water quality through treatment and monitoring are goals that the WMP addresses to sustain
high quality watershed function for the future.
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Implementation Schedule,* Milestones, and Criteria for Evaluation
Major
Goal

Goal
No.

Goal

Strategy

Milestone 1

Milestone 2

Cost/
Funding Need

Milestone 3

Status/
Action

Frequency

Evaluation Method

Lead Agency

1

Keep water rights secure and
review mining restrictions.

Review existing water rights and attempt to acquire
more, if possible. Review current mining claims.

Meet with the USFS to determine the risk
of mining impacts on water quality.

Within one year.

Once.

Sanitary Survey Report Baker City Public
Works

2

Review the City's trespassing
ordinance.

Review the City's trespassing ordinance to determine if
new ATV regulations are warranted to ensure that the
watershed continues to be well protected.

Bring trespassing ordinance before the
City Council within one year to determine
whether increased restrictions related to
ATVs in the watershed are necessary.

Within one year.

Once.

Sanitary Survey Report Baker City Public
Works

3

Improve and expand public
education programs.

• Encourage people to stay out of the watershed, keep
hunting animals and pets out of the watershed by
initiating discussions with hunters and visitors in the
watershed, and include information about the City’s
courtesy game pickup service to reduce the incentive to
bring vehicles into the watershed.
• Include information about upgrades to the water
system (Mountain Line improvements) in newsletters
and other media sources. Include information about
fence maintenance and activities in the watershed.
Baker City will also continue to publish watershed
information in updates sent to water users (this WMP
will also be made available on the City's website). Baker
City will periodically make public service announcements
regarding the watershed, if needed.
• Continue to support the Baker County Interagency Fire
Prevention Team with public education programs for
wildfire prevention. Explore funding opportunities for
public education and fire prevention programs.

Publish WMP public meeting notices
Publish watershed‐related updates in
(within one year).
notices sent to water users.
Explore funding opportunities for public
education and fire prevention programs.

Ongoing.

Ongoing.

Sanitary Survey Report Baker City Public
Works

4

Maintain, inspect, and increase
watershed fencing in critical
areas.

Maintain Elk Creek fence and initiate Goodrich Creek
Diversion fencing. Improve Marble Creek area fencing.
Confirm the fence boundaries (collect GPS fence
perimeter information). Document the current
condition of the fence lines. The Water Specialist will
continue to conduct periodic monitoring of fences,
boundaries, and watershed conditions. This information
will continue to be reported through annual reports and
weekly bulletins.

The fence, installed in 2013, surrounding
the Elk Creek Diversion will be checked
and repaired in the spring as soon as it is
accessible and then regularly (weekly)
throughout the summer and fall.

The fences for the USFS Elk Creek
Fence the Goodrich Creek Diversion area $10,000 per mile of
allotment and the Blue Canyon allotment within two years and improve Marble
fencing.
Creek within two years.
will be inspected and repaired prior to
the spring turn out of cattle.

Continuously.

Annually.

Sanitary Survey Report Baker City Public
and water testing
Works
results.

5

Increase signage in the
watershed.

Increase road signs in the watershed so it is posted every Install half of the signs within five years.
one‐quarter to one mile that the watershed is not for
the public's use.

Complete sign installation in ten years.

Within ten years, as As pipeline is replaced.
pipeline is replaced.

N/A

Baker City Public
Works

6

Review hunting permits.

Work with ODFW to review hunting permits and ensure Request ODFW or USFWS management
optimal herd management. Include a follow‐up method report and review of permits in the
to determine how many hunters used their City‐issued watershed (one year).
permit to enter the watershed, and whether an animal
was harvested. Refine the process for allowing/limiting
access during fire season.

Increase or decrease permits as needed
to control populations (two years).

Within two years.

Every five years.

ODFW/USFWS Report

ODFW/USFWS

7

Review grazing permits

Determine the feasibility of increasing buffers on
allotments, purchasing allotments, purchasing private
property near the watershed if it becomes available, and
reducing access to the watershed by animals. Ensure
that current permit holders are following the conditions
of their permit for fence repair, stock water, pipe repair,
and brush clearing.

Within five years.

Ongoing.

Sanitary Survey Report ODFW? Who does
fences? Baker City?

Watershed
Integrity
Preservation

Identify all parts of the watershed with
adjacent grazing permits, and prioritize
fence repair and building in those areas
(five years).

Review permits to ensure permit holders
are following the conditions of the
permit.

Add a "What's New in the Watershed"
$5,000
section to the website (within one year).

$100 per sign.

Introduce follow‐up method to record
success of hunts in the watershed with
City permitting process.

CITY OF
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8

Increase ASR storage projects.

9

Baker City has met with the USFS, and a draft of the new Draft Revised MOU within one year.
Complete revisions of the 1991
MOU between Baker City and the MOU is undergoing internal review.
USFS to include the new goals
and strategies of this WMP.

1

Review all past thinning activities,
prescribed burn areas, and fuel
risk areas to prioritize thinning
efforts. Implement and focus
resources toward the CWPP goals
relating to the watershed (2011‐
16 goals).

Review Figure 5A‐B, Fuel Management Areas, and the
CWPP The Face of the Elkhorns analysis and prioritize
areas to be thinned in the next 10 years. Prioritize areas
that were identified as high priority but not thinned in
the Washington/Watershed Environmental Impact
Statement and OWEB grant funding plans, and also
those that will create fire breaks. Review the use of
aerial fire retardants in the watershed and methods for
fuel reduction to decrease the need for fire suppression.

2

Obtain funding and partners for
the fuel reduction efforts.

Application due April or October
Apply for an OWEB grant with the USFS and Powder
River Correctional Facility, similar to the 1998 grant that (milestone is April).
provided funding for USFS employees and inmate crews
to access the watershed to thin priority areas. Seek
funding for development of a Watershed Wildland Fire
Recovery Plan.

3

Work toward restoring the forest
within the Baker City Watershed
to within the historic range of
variability by 2025.

Year‐one thinning and request
1. Begin fuel reduction work as soon as possible by
having Baker City request assistance from state and
assistance.
federal elected officials. This may include requesting an
emergency declaration by the Governor and/or
requesting federal dollars be allocated to assist with fuel
reduction costs.
2. USFS employees and Powder River Correctional
Facility inmate crews will cut and pile trees and burn
small piles. Piles from previous thinning efforts will also
be burned. Maintenance burning will also be performed
in previously‐treated areas.

4

Integrate WMP goals into the
USFS 10‐year action plan.

Work with the USFS to accomplish linking watershed fuel Meeting within six months.
reduction goals to the USFS operating/action plans.

5

Increase fire response
preparedness in Public Works
staff.

Consider the feasibility of training select Public Works
staff in wildland firefighting/incident command system
techniques.

6

Mitigate risks of erosion in
sensitive areas, including
Category A Zones of Influence
(within 500 feet of a stream
upstream of a diversion).
Consider the feasibility of
conducting LIDAR mapping of the
watershed.

Prioritize management of areas that will result in erosion Determine LIDAR feasibility within one
risk reduction in Category A Zones of Influence within
year.
the watershed. Work with local agencies (through the
2014 Oregon LIDAR Acquisition Prioritization Plan) to
make LIDAR mapping of the watershed area a priority to
allow for the assessment of landslide potential, erosion,
and watershed management.

Forestland
Management
and Fire Risk
Reduction

Focus resources to ensure the aquifer contains a surplus 80 percent recharged each year.
of water for use during periods of high turbidity.

Annually.

Final MOU within 1‐1/2 years.

1‐1/2 years.

Prioritize areas for fire management,
thinning, prescribed burning, and
restoration, within one year, with a
vegetation management plan.

One year.

Training within one year.

Determine erosion priorities within two
years.

Year‐three thinning.

OHA Report

Baker City

Final MOU publication. USFS/Baker City

Evaluate progress every
two years.

Thinning Plan

USFS/Baker City

One time, but look for
more grants.

If application is
successful.

USFS/Baker City

Within one year of
receiving funding.

Annually.

Sanitary Survey Report USFS/Baker City

Six months.

As needed.

When added to WMP. USFS/Baker City

5,000

Within one year.

One time.

N/A

Unknown

Two years.

Adjust priorities as
needed.

Sanitary Survey Report Baker City/DWS

$63,000 for the same By April.
amount of thinning as
the 1998 OWEB
Grant.

Year‐two thinning.

Ongoing.

Scale of project
depends on funding
amount.

USFS/Baker City

CITY OF
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Water Quality
Protection
through
Watershed
Control Plan

1

Upgrade intake systems:
flowmeters and intake screens.

Install permanent flowmeters at intake locations and
Upgrades halfway complete in one year. Complete upgrades in three years.
change all intake screens to self‐cleaning screens within
three years.

$2,000 per intake
system.

Within three years. Replacements occur in
summer.

Sanitary Survey Report Baker City Public
Works

2

Protect water quantity and
quality with effective piping
methods.

Rebuild the Mountain Line within 10 years in a way that Begin construction in three years.
reduces effects on water quality during construction and
ensures improved water quality after construction.

Halfway complete in six years.

$5 million?

Ten years.

Ongoing.

Sanitary Survey Report Baker City Public
Works

3

Improve the water treatment
process.

Complete the permanent UV treatment facility within
Halfway complete in two years.
one year; maintain the temporary facility in the interim.

Complete in five years.

$3 million.

Five years.

Ongoing.

OHA Report

Baker City Public
Works

4

Support TMDL development
efforts.

Provide data and input to regional TMDL development Send annual report to relevant parties to
efforts to help create standards for water quality
facilitate discussion of TMDLs.
protection. Obtain data from regional sampling efforts to
compare watershed water quality to regional water
quality.

Ongoing.

When asked.

N/A

Baker City Public
Works

5

Monitor water quality at intake
locations and after treatment.

As per the WCP below, conduct routine monitoring and
testing for coliform at intake locations, when required,
to ensure bacterial requirements are being met. Water
will be tested after it is treated with chlorine and UV
light to ensure drinking water standards are met.

$20,000 per year (as‐ Ongoing.
needed sampling and
lab work). Probe cost
unknown.

Monthly for two years,
then as needed.

Sanitary Survey Report Baker City Public
Works

6

Complete review within 1 year, reassess
Review USFS policy regarding the Consult with DWS and conduct a desktop review to
determine if the watershed is at risk for blue‐green algae goal based on findings.
use of aerial retardants in the
blooms.
watershed to ensure that
regulations are in place to limit
contributions to blue‐green algae
blooms and determine whether a
monitoring program for
reservoirs is warranted.

Unknown.

Within one year.

One time, more reviews
are needed.

Sanitary Survey Report Baker City Public
Works/DWS

7

Reporting.

The City of Baker City will conduct sanitary surveys when Annual report submission.
requested by DWS (not necessarily on an annual basis).
When sanitary surveys are conducted, the City will
submit the report by October 10 of the survey year. The
DWS will use this information to write a watershed
report.

$10,000 per report
per year.

Ongoing.

Annually.

Sanitary Survey Report Baker City Public
Works/OHA

8

Delineate the boundary of the
watershed to include the
Goodrich Creek Diversion
(currently located outside the
watershed).

Work with DWS to create a new management boundary Within 6 months.
that includes this information.

$5,000

Within 6 months.

One time.

Final WMP, or Sanitary Baker City/DWS
Survey Report

9

Maintain the water filtration
exemption via a WCP.

Approval of the WCP detailed below.

Within one year of
final document.

Once. Will require
revisions in the future.

Sanitary Survey Report Baker City Public
Works/OHA

Two years of monthly sampling for
coliform.

Approval from OHA.

As‐needed sampling, reported in annual
report.

Complete in ten years.

Consider costs and benefits of installing
continuous monitoring probes.

*All dates are after WMP is completed.
ASR = Aquifer Storage and Recovery
ATV = All Terrain Vehicle
CWPP = Community Wildfire Protection Plan
MOU = Memorandum of Understanding
ODFW = Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife
OHA = Oregon Health Authority
OWEB = Oregon Watershed Enhancement Board

TMDL = Total Maximum Daily Load
USFS = U.S. Forest Service
USFWS = U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
UV = Ultraviolet
WCP = Watershed Control Plan
WMP = Watershed Management Plan
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APPENDIX A
Community Participation

city sets
meeting
on water
draft plan
• Oct. 16 public meeting will
present draft version of
watershed management plan
Baker City oflBcials are inviting residents to
comment on the city's draft plan for managing its 10,000-acre watershed.
The dty has scheduled a public meeting for
Thursday, Oct. 16, at 6 p.m. at City HaU, 1655
First St.
The draft watershed management plan
will be available on the city's website, www.
bakercitycom, on Oct. 9.
The city gets about 88 percent of its water
from streams, springs and one reservoir in
the 10,000-acre watershed, which is on the
east slopes of the Elkhom Mountains about
10 miles west of town.
See Watershed/Ptige 3A

WATERSHED
Continued from Page lA
The property was designated as a municipal
watershed in 1912. Most of
the land is managed by the
U.S. Forest Service.
The watershed management plan is designed to protect the area and will include
a set of goals and ways to
measure results of efforts to
achieve those goals.
The city's watershed
has been a major source of
discussion for city officials
since late July of 2013, when
doctors confirmed that city
residents had been infected
with Cryptosporidium, a
water-borne parasite that
causes severe diarrhea and

stomach cramps.
A report irom. the Oregon
Health Authority concluded
that although it's not certain
how crypto contaminated the
city's water supply, there is
no other plausible explanation for the outbreak, which
sickened at a minimum
himdreds of people.
In response the dty bou^t
an ultraviolet light water
treatment system that went
online in mid-March of this
year.
That temporary system
will be replaced by a UV
treatment plant that is being
built now, and is scheduled to
befinishedbefore the end of
the year.
The dty does not filter its
water — it's one of four Or-

egon dties that isn't required
to do so — but it does treat
drinking water with chlorine.
Chlorine is effective at
proteding against certain
contaminants but it doesn't
safeguard against crypto.

Public Meeting Comment Form
Draft Baker City Watershed Management Plan
Baker City, Oregon
October 16, 2014
Please place this form in the comment box or mail by October 23, 2014, to the address on the bottom of
this sheet. Comments can also be e‐mailed to dkurtz@andersonperry.com. Your comments assist us in
developing a Watershed Management Plan that represents the priorities of our community. Your input is
welcome and appreciated throughout the planning process.
Name:
Address:
Daytime Phone Number (optional):
E‐mail Address (optional):
Please Print Comments (attach additional sheets if necessary)

Mail this form to:
Anderson Perry & Associates, Inc.
Attn: Dana Kurtz
1901 N. Fir Street / P.O. Box 1107
La Grande, Oregon 97850

The City of Baker City

Watershed Management Plan
Public Meeting
October 16, 2014

Introductions
• Michelle Owen, City of Baker
City
• Dana Kurtz and Laurie Parry,
Anderson Perry & Associates,
Inc.
• Land manager, United States
Forest Service (USFS)
• Oregon Department of
Environmental Quality (DEQ) –
Source Water Protection Grant
• Technical Committee
• Attendees

Meeting Format
• Meeting Goals (5 minutes)
• Watershed Summary (10 minutes)
• Overview of the Planning Process
(5 minutes)
• Question and Comment Period (1 hour)
– Equal time for each of the three goal sections
– Limit comments to 2 minutes (notes and
whiteboard)
– Sign‐in sheet
– Comment cards (written comments are
required)
– Copies of the Watershed Management Plan
(WMP) and goal table are also available
online

Meeting Goals
• What We Hope to Accomplish:
– Fulfill the spirit of the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) stakeholder collaboration portion of
planning
– Feedback on what goals are important to the
community
– Information exchange

• Not Included in this WMP:
– Road closures
– Trail openings
– Hunting regulations

What is a Watershed?
• An area of land where all of the
water that is under it or drains
off of it goes to the same place
• Baker City’s watershed is part
of the larger Powder Basin
Watershed
• Baker City’s is a legally defined
municipal watershed

Baker City’s Watershed

Characteristics of Baker City’s
Watershed
• The Baker City Watershed is composed of
approximately 10,000 acres
• The USFS and the City of Baker City manage the
watershed
• Natural features: forested areas, wildlife
• Institutional features: limited access, isolated
• Gravity‐fed intakes bring the water to the City’s storage
reservoirs (12 diversions)
• Water is treated with chlorine and ultraviolet light
• The City maintains a water filtration exemption
• Provides 88 percent of municipal water

Baker City’s Water System

Draft Watershed Management Plan
• Following EPA Watershed
Management Planning Guide
– Characterize the watershed
– Identify vulnerabilities
– Work with stakeholders to develop
and prioritize stakeholder/
community goals

• Funded through the DEQ Source
Water Protection Grant
• Updating the original 1991 WMP
• Technical and community review

Draft Mission Statement
Draft: The mission of the WMP is to foster
effective, economical, and equitable
management of water and ensure the continued
protection of the Baker City Watershed to
benefit all stakeholders and the environment by
strengthening existing management measures,
creating strategies to mitigate risks to the
watershed, and implementing a framework to
adapt to new challenges.

Goal Set 1: Watershed Integrity
Preservation
• Goal 1: Keep water rights secure and review mining
restrictions
• Goal 2: Review the City's trespassing ordinance
• Goal 3: Improve and expand public education programs
• Goal 4: Maintain, inspect, and increase watershed fencing in
critical areas
• Goal 5: Increase signage in the watershed
• Goal 6: Review hunting permits
• Goal 7: Review grazing permits
• Goal 8: Increase aquifer storage and recovery projects
• Goal 9: Revise the 1991 Memorandum of Understanding
between Baker City and the USFS to include the new goals
and strategies of this WMP

Goal Set 2: Forestland Management
and Fire Risk Reduction
• Goal 1: Review all past thinning activities, prescribed burn areas,
and fuel risk areas to prioritize thinning efforts. Implement and
focus resources toward the Community Wildfire Protection Plan
goals relating to the watershed (2011‐16 goals)
• Goal 2: Obtain funding and partners for fuel reduction efforts
• Goal 3: Work toward restoring the forest within the Baker City
Watershed to within the historic range of variability by 2025
• Goal 4: Integrate WMP goals into the USFS 10‐year action plan
• Goal 5: Increase fire response preparedness of Public Works staff
• Goal 6: Mitigate risks of erosion in sensitive areas ‐ Category A
Zones of Influence (within 500 feet of a stream upstream of a
diversion). Consider the feasibility of conducting LIDAR mapping of
the watershed.

Goal Set 3: Water Quality Protection
Goal 1: Upgrade intake systems: flowmeters and intake screens.
Goal 2: Protect water quantity and quality with effective piping methods.
Goal 3: Improve the water treatment process.
Goal 4: Support total maximum daily load development efforts.
Goal 5: Monitor water quality at intake locations and after treatment.
Goal 6: Review USFS policy regarding the use of aerial retardants in the
watershed to ensure that regulations are in place to limit contributions to
blue‐green algae blooms and determine whether a monitoring program
for reservoirs is warranted.
• Goal 7: Reporting.
• Goal 8: Delineate the hydrological boundary of the watershed to include
the Goodrich Creek Diversion (currently located outside the watershed).
• Goal 9: Maintain the water filtration exemption via a Watershed Control
Plan.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conclusion/Next Steps
• Provide all comments by October 23, 2014
• New draft will be available on the website by
November 6, 2014
• If determined necessary, a second public
meeting will be held on Thursday,
November 13, 2014
• Questions?

Appendix B
1991 MOU and Attachments
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USFS Watershed Maps
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Appendix D
Private Landowner Agreements and
Allotments

Property Ownership

Goodrich Diversion Area
Property Ownership

REF#

NAMES

MAP#LOT#

7827

POST, BUD E

08S3835D 100

7828

BAKER CITY

08S3835D 200

7831

POST, BUD E

08S3835D 400

7832

COEN, ROBIN K

08S3835D 300

7820

GUYER, RANDELL C ETAL

08S38 4800

7829

POST, BUD E

08S38 4700

7830

GUYER, RANDELL C ETAL

08S38 4900

14653

POST, BUD E

08S3835D 100

Reference Figures 2 and 3
Zone of Influence
Property Owner Agreements in Appendix

Forest Service Grazing Permits Surrounding the Baker City Watershed

Allotment Name
Stovepipe
Blue Canyon

Season of Use
6/1‐9/30
6/1‐9/30

Livestock Class
Cow/calf pair
Cow/calf pair

Number
266 Term Grazing Permit
107 Term Grazing Permit
27 Private Land Grazing Permit
11 BLM Grazing Permit (Billed by the FS)

Appendix E
SDWA Exceedances, MCLs, Action Levels
for Water Systems

Appendix G. Safe Drinking Water Act monitoring compounds detected above action levels* for
Baker City public water system
Source: Oregon SDWIS Database: January 1, 2000 through June 29, 2010
*Table includes summary of detections above an “action” level. In general, the action level for volatile
and synthetic organic compounds (VOCs and SOCs ) is concentration > 0. For inorganic compounds
(IOCs), arsenic and nitrate, the action level used is ½ of the MCL. Action level for coliform, E. coli and
fecal coliform is detection >0 in a repeat sample. For turbidity action level is >5 NTU.

Water
Type

Analyte Name

PWS
ID

PWS Name

Pop.

Subbasin

Watershed

Count of

Min of

Max of

Detects

Conc.

Conc.

Surface Water Systems
Powder River-Rock Creek,
SW

Fluoride

00073

Baker City

10105

Powder River

Sutton Creek, and Baldock
Powder River-Rock Creek,

1

4.9

4.9

SW

Sodium

00073

Baker City

10105

Powder River

Sutton Creek, and Baldock
Powder River-Rock Creek,

1

21

21

SW

Coliform, Total (TCR)

00073

Baker City

10105

Powder River

Sutton Creek, and Baldock
Powder River-Rock Creek,

1

present

present

00073

Baker City

10105

Powder River

Sutton Creek, and Baldock

1

0.33

0.33

2

0.006

0.006

SW

Total Haloacetic Acids

Groundwater Systems
Powder River-Rock Creek,
GW

Arsenic

00073

Baker City

10105

Powder River

Sutton Creek, and Baldock

1
There is no drinking water standard for sodium; however sodium detections are noted since it is recommended that if the sodiu m content exceeds 20 mg/L, the system
notify its customers so that anyone who is on a prescribed low-sodium diet can inform their doctor of this source of sodium in their diet.

333-061-0030 Maximum Contaminant Levels and Action Levels
(1) Maximum contaminant levels (MCLs) and Action Levels (ALs) for inorganic
chemicals are applicable to all Community and Non-transient Non-community
water systems and are listed in Table 1. The MCL for Fluoride is applicable only to
Community Water Systems and the MCL for Nitrate is applicable to all water
systems.
Table 1
Contaminant
MCL/AL (mg/l);
Antimony
0.006
Arsenic
0.010
1
Asbestos
7 MFL
Barium
2
Beryllium
0.004
Cadmium
0.005
Chromium
0.1
2
Copper
1.3
Cyanide
0.2
Fluoride
4.0
2
Lead
0.015
Mercury
0.002
Nickel
MCL being re-evaluated by EPA
Nitrate (as N)
10
Nitrite (as N)
1
Total Nitrate + Nitrite (as N) 10
Selenium
0.05
Thallium
0.002
1

2

(a)
(b)
(c)

MFL = million fibers per liter longer than 10 µm
Action Level (AL)

Compliance with the maximum contaminant levels for inorganic
contaminants is calculated pursuant to OAR 333-061-0036(2)(i).
Violations of secondary contaminant levels for fluoride (2.0 mg/l) require a
special public notice. Refer to OAR 333-061-0042(7).
The lead action level is exceeded if the concentration of lead in more than 10
percent of tap water samples collected during any monitoring period
conducted in accordance with OAR 333-061-0036(2)(c)(A) through (E) is
greater than 0.015 mg/L (i.e., if the "90th percentile" lead level is greater
than 0.015 mg/L). The copper action level is exceeded if the concentration
of copper in more than 10 percent of tap water samples collected during any
monitoring period conducted in accordance with OAR 333-0610036(2)(c)(A) through (E) is greater than 1.3 mg/L (i.e., if the "90th
percentile" copper level is greater than 1.3 mg/L).

OAR 333-061-0030

Page 1 of 10

Effective May 8, 2014

(A)

(2)

The 90th percentile lead and copper levels shall be computed as
follows: The results of all lead or copper samples taken during a
monitoring period shall be placed in ascending order from the sample
with the lowest concentration to the sample with the highest
concentration. Each sampling result shall be assigned a number,
ascending by single integers beginning with the number 1 for the
sample with the lowest contaminant level. The number assigned to the
sample with the highest contaminant level shall be equal to the total
number of samples taken. The number of samples taken during the
monitoring period shall be multiplied by 0.9. The contaminant
concentration in the numbered sample yielded by this calculation is
the 90th percentile contaminant level.
(B) For water systems serving fewer than 100 people that collect five
samples per monitoring period, the 90th percentile is computed by
taking the average of the highest and second highest concentrations.
For a water system allowed by the Authority to collect fewer than five
samples the sample result with the highest concentration is considered
the 90th percentile value.
Maximum contaminant levels for organic chemicals:
(a) The maximum contaminant levels for synthetic organic chemicals are shown
in Table 2 and apply to all Community and Non-Transient Non-Community
water systems. Compliance with MCLs shall be calculated pursuant to OAR
333-061-0036(3)(a)(G).
Table 2

Contaminant
Alachlor
Atrazine
Benzo(a) pyrene
Carbofuran
Chlordane
Dalapon
Dibromochloropropane
Dinoseb
Dioxin(2,3,7,8-TCDD)
Diquat
Di(2-ethylhexyl) adipate
Di(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate
Endothall
Endrin
Ethylene Dibromide
Glyphosate
Heptachlor
OAR 333-061-0030

Page 2 of 10

MCL, mg/l
0.002
0.003
0.0002
0.04
0.002
0.2
0.0002
0.007
0.00000003
0.02
0.4
0.006
0.1
0.002
0.00005
0.7
0.0004
Effective May 8, 2014

Heptachor epoxide
Hexachlorobenzene
Hexachlorocyclopentadiene
Lindane
Methoxychlor
Oxamyl(Vydate)
Picloram
Polychlorinated Biphenyls
Pentachlorophenol
Simazine
Toxaphene
2,4-D
2,4,5-TP Silvex
(b)

0.0002
0.001
0.05
0.0002
0.04
0.2
0.5
0.0005
0.001
0.004
0.003
0.07
0.05

The maximum contaminant levels for disinfection byproducts are shown in
Table 3 and apply to all Community and Non-Transient Non-Community
water systems that add a disinfectant (oxidant) to the water supply at any
point in the treatment process or deliver water in which a disinfectant has
been added to the water supply.
Disinfection Byproduct

(A)

Table 3

MCL in mg/l

Total Trihalomethanes (TTHM)

0.080

Haloacetic acids (five)(HAA5)

0.060

Bromate

0.010

Chlorite

1.0

Compliance with the MCLs for TTHM and HAA5 shall be calculated
as a running annual arithmetic average as prescribed by OAR 333061-0036(4)(c) and (4)(p) until the dates specified in Table 4, at
which time compliance with the MCLs shall be calculated as a
locational running annual arithmetic average pursuant to OAR 333061-0036(4)(d).

System type
Water systems that are
not part of a combined
distribution system and
water systems that serve
OAR 333-061-0030
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Population
System serving ≥
100,000
System serving 50,00099,999
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Compliance Date 1
April 1, 2012
October 1, 2012

Effective May 8, 2014

the largest population in System serving 10,000the combined
49,999
distribution system
System serving <
10,000

Other systems that are
part of a combined
distribution system

Purchasing water
system or wholesale
system

1

October 1, 2013
October 1, 2013 if no
Cryptosporidium monitoring
is required under OAR 333061-0036(5)(e)(A)(iv)
or
October 1, 2014 if
Cryptosporidium monitoring
is required under OAR 333061-0036(5)(e)(A)(iv) or
OAR 333-0610036(5)(e)(A)(v)
At the same time as the
system with the earliest
compliance date in the
combined distribution system

The Authority may grant up to an additional 24 months for compliance with MCLs and operational
evaluation levels if capital improvements are required to comply with an MCL.

(B)

(c)

Compliance with the MCL for Bromate shall be calculated as a
running annual arithmetic average pursuant to OAR 333-0610036(4)(l) and (r).
(C) Compliance with the MCL for Chlorite shall be calculated as a
running annual arithmetic average pursuant to OAR 333-0610036(4)(k) and (s).
The maximum contaminant levels for volatile organic chemicals are
indicated in Table 5 and apply to all Community and Non-Transient NonCommunity water systems. Compliance with MCLs shall be calculated
pursuant to OAR 333-061-0036(3)(b)(I) and (J).
Table 5

Contaminant
Benzene
Carbon tetrachloride
cis-1,2-Dichloroethylene
Dichloromethane
Ethylbenzene
Monochlorobenzene
o-Dichlorobenzene
p-Dichlorobenzene
Styrene
Tetrachloroethylene(PCE)
OAR 333-061-0030
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MCL, mg/l
0.005
0.005
0.07
0.005
0.7
0.1
0.6
0.075
0.1
0.005
Effective May 8, 2014

Toluene
trans-1,2-Dichloroethylene
Trichloroethylene (TCE)
Vinyl chloride
Xylenes(total)
1,1-Dichloroethylene
1,1,1-Trichloroethane
1,1,2-Trichloroethane
1,2-Dichloroethane
1,2-Dichloropropane
1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene

1.
0.1
0.005
0.002
10.
0.007
0.2
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.07

(d)

(3)

When the Authority has reason to believe that a water supply has been
contaminated by a toxic organic chemical, it will determine whether a public
health hazard exists and whether control measures must be carried out;
(e) The Authority may establish maximum contaminant levels for additional
organic chemicals as deemed necessary when there is reason to suspect that
the use of those chemicals will impair water quality to an extent that poses
an unreasonable risk to the health of the water users;
(f)
Persons who apply pesticides on watersheds above surface water intakes of
public water systems shall comply with federal and state pesticide
application requirements. (Safe Drinking Water Act (EPA), Clean Water Act
(EPA), Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (EPA), ORS
536.220 to 536.360 (Water Resources), 468B.005 (DEQ), 527.610 to
527.990 (DOF), 634.016 to 634.992 (Department of Agriculture)). Any
person who has reasonable cause to believe that his or her actions have led
to organic chemical contamination of a public water system shall report that
fact immediately to the water supplier.
Maximum contaminant levels for turbidity are applicable to all public water
systems using surface water sources or groundwater sources under the direct
influence of surface water in whole or in part. Compliance with MCLs shall be
calculated pursuant to OAR 333-061-0036(5).
(a) Beginning January 1, 1992, the maximum contaminant levels for turbidity
for systems which do not provide filtration treatment are as follows:
(A) The turbidity level cannot exceed 5 NTU in representative samples of
the source water immediately prior to the first or only point of
disinfectant application unless:
(i)
The Authority determines that any such event was caused by
circumstances that were unusual and unpredictable; and
(ii) As a result of any such event, there have not been more than
two events in the past 12 months the system served water to the
public, or more than five events in the past 120 months the
system served water to the public, in which the turbidity level
OAR 333-061-0030
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(b)

exceeded 5 NTU. An "event" is a series of consecutive days
during which at least one turbidity measurement each day
exceeds 5 NTU. Turbidity measurements must be collected as
required by OAR 333-061-0036(5)(a)(B).
Beginning June 29, 1993 or 18 months after failure to meet the requirements
of OAR 333-061-0032(1) through (3) whichever is later, the maximum
contaminant levels for turbidity in drinking water measured at a point
representing filtered water prior to any storage are as follows:
(A) Conventional filtration treatment or direct filtration treatment.
(i)
For systems using conventional filtration or direct filtration
treatment the turbidity level of representative samples of a
system's filtered water, measured as soon after filtration as
possible and prior to any storage, must be less than or equal to
0.3 NTU in at least 95 percent of the measurements taken each
month, measured as specified in OAR 333-061-0036(5).
(ii) For systems using conventional filtration or direct filtration
treatment the turbidity level of representative samples of a
system's filtered water, measured as soon after filtration as
possible and prior to any storage, must at no time exceed 1
NTU measured as specified in OAR 333-061-0036(5).
(B) Slow sand filtration.
(i)
For systems using slow sand filtration, the turbidity level of
representative samples of filtered water, measured as soon after
filtration as possible and prior to any storage, must be less than
or equal to 1 NTU in at least 95 percent of the measurements
taken each month, measured as specified in OAR 333-0610036(5)(b), except that if the Authority determines there is no
significant interference with disinfection at a higher turbidity
level, the Authority may substitute this higher turbidity limit for
that system.
(ii) The turbidity level of representative samples of filtered water
must at no time exceed 5 NTU, measured as specified in OAR
333-061-0036(5)(b).
(C) Diatomaceous earth filtration.
(i)
For systems using diatomaceous earth filtration, the turbidity
level of representative samples of filtered water, measured as
soon after filtration as possible and prior to any storage, must
be less than or equal to 1 NTU in at least 95 percent of the
measurements taken each month, measured as specified in OAR
333-061-0036(5)(b).
(ii) The turbidity level of representative samples of filtered water
must at no time exceed 5 NTU, measured as specified in OAR
333-061-0036(5)(b).

OAR 333-061-0030
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(D)

(4)

Other filtration technologies. Systems using filtration technologies
other than those listed in paragraphs (3)(b)(A) through (C) of this rule
must meet the maximum contaminant level for turbidity of 1 NTU in
at least 95 percent of the measurements taken each month and at no
time exceed 5 NTU, as specified in OAR 333-061-0036(5)(b)(A). The
Authority may substitute a lower turbidity value(s) if it is determined
that the above limit(s) cannot achieve the required level of treatment.
The water system must demonstrate to the Authority that the
alternative filtration technology in combination with disinfection
treatment as specified in OAR 333-061-0032 and monitored as
specified by OAR 333-061-0036 consistently achieves 99.9 percent
removal and/or inactivation of Giardia lamblia cysts and 99.99
percent removal and/or inactivation of viruses, and for all of those
systems serving at least 10,000 people and beginning January 1, 2005
for all of those systems serving less than 10,000 people, 99 percent
removal of Cryptosporidium oocysts.
Maximum microbiological contaminant levels for all public water systems are as
follows:
(a) The MCL is based on the presence or absence of total coliforms in a sample,
rather than coliform density.
(A) For a system which collects 40 or more samples per month, total
coliform-positive samples shall not exceed 5.0 percent of the samples
collected during a month.
(B) For a system which collects fewer than 40 samples per month total
coliform-positive samples shall not exceed more than one sample
collected during a month.
(b) Any fecal coliform-positive repeat sample or E. coli-positive repeat sample,
or any total coliform-positive repeat sample following a fecal coliformpositive or E. coli-positive routine sample shall be a violation of the total
coliform MCL. Public notification for this potential acute health risk is
prescribed in OAR 333-061-0042(2)(a)(A).
(c) All public water systems must determine compliance with the MCL for total
coliforms in subsections (4)(a) and (b) of this rule on a monthly basis.
(d) A water system may demonstrate to the Authority that a violation of the total
coliform MCL is due to a persistent growth of total coliforms in the
distribution system rather than fecal or pathogenic contamination, a
treatment lapse or deficiency, or a problem in the operation or maintenance
of the distribution system. The system making the demonstration may use
the health effects language of OAR 333-061-0097(4)(d) in the required
public notice in addition to the mandatory language of OAR 333-0610097(4)(a). This demonstration, made by the system in writing and
submitted to the Authority for review and approval, shall show to the
satisfaction of the Authority that the system meets the following conditions:
OAR 333-061-0030
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(A)
(B)
(C)

(5)

No occurrence of E. coli in distribution system samples;
No occurrence of coliforms at the entry point to the distribution system;
The system meets treatment requirements prescribed in OAR 333061-0032 as applicable;
(D) The system meets the turbidity MCL, if surface water sources are used;
(E) The system maintains a detectable disinfectant residual in the
distribution system;
(F) The system has no history of waterborne disease outbreaks;
(G) The system has addressed requirements and recommendations of the
previous sanitary survey conducted by the Authority; and
(H) The system fully complies with cross connection control program
requirements.
Maximum contaminant levels for radionuclides are applicable only to Community
water systems and are indicated in Table 6:
Table 6
Contaminant
Gross Alpha (including Radium-226
but not Radon and Uranium)
Combined Radium-226 and
Radium-228
Uranium
Beta/Photon emitters

MCL
15 pCi/L
5 pCi/L
30 ug/L
4 mrem/yr

(a)

(6)

The average annual concentration of beta particle and photon radioactivity
from man-made sources shall not produce an annual dose equivalent to the
total body or any internal organ greater than 4 millirem per year according to
the criteria listed in the National Bureau of Standards Handbook 69 as
amended August, 1963. If two or more radionuclides are present, the sum
total of their annual dose equivalent to the total body or to any organ shall
not exceed 4 millirem/year.
(A) The average annual concentration of tritium assumed to produce a
total body dose of 4 mrem/year is 20,000 pCi/L;
(B) The average annual concentration of strontium-90 assumed to produce
a bone marrow dose of 4 mrem/year is 8 pCi/L.
(b) Compliance with the MCLs shall be calculated pursuant to OAR 333-0610036(7)(c).
Contaminant levels for secondary contaminants are applicable to all public water
systems. These are indicated in Table 7. (Also note OAR 333-061-0036(8)).
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Table 7
Secondary Contaminant:
Level, mg/l:
Color
15 color units
Corrosivity
Non-corrosive
Foaming agents
0.5
PH
6.5-8.5
Hardness (as CaCO3)
250
Odor
3 threshold odor number
Total dissolved solids(TDS)
500
Aluminum
0.05-0.2
Chloride
250
Copper
1
Fluoride
2.0
Iron
0.3
Manganese
0.05
Silver
0.1
Sulfate
250
Zinc
5
(a)

(7)

Violations of secondary contaminant levels for fluoride require a special
public notice. Refer to OAR 333-061-0042(7).
(b) Violations of maximum contaminant levels for fluoride (4.0 mg/l) require
public notification as specified in OAR 333-061-0042(2)(b)(A).
Acrylamide and Epichlorohydrin. Each public water system must certify annually
to the state in writing, using third party certification approved by the state or
manufacturer's certification, that when acrylamide and epichlorohydrin are used in
drinking water systems, the combination, or product, of dose and monomer level
does not exceed the levels specified as follows:
(a) Acrylamide: 0.05 percent dosed at 1 ppm or equivalent.
(b) Epichlorohydrin: 0.01 percent dosed at 20 ppm or equivalent.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 448.131
Stats. Implemented: ORS 431.110, 431.150, 448.131, 448.150 & 448.273

333-061-0031 Maximum Residual Disinfectant Levels
(1) The maximum residual disinfectant levels (MRDLs) are specified as follows in
Table 8
Disinfectant Residual:
Chlorine
Chloramines
Chlorine dioxide
OAR 333-061-0031
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MRDL in mg/l:
4.0 (as Cl2)
4.0 (as Cl2)
0.8 (as ClO2)
Effective May 8, 2014

(2)

(3)

Compliance Dates: (a) Community Water Systems and Non-Transient NonCommunity Water Systems. These systems serving at least 10,000 people using
either surface water or groundwater under the direct influence of surface water
must comply with this rule beginning January 1, 2002. Systems serving less than
10,000 people, using either surface water or groundwater under the direct influence
of surface water or any system using only groundwater must comply with this rule
beginning January 1, 2004.
(b) Transient Non-Community Water Systems. These systems serving at least
10,000 people using surface water or groundwater under the direct influence
of surface water using chlorine dioxide as a disinfectant or oxidant must
comply with this rule beginning January 1, 2002. Systems serving less than
10,000 people using surface water or groundwater under the direct influence
of surface water using chlorine dioxide as a disinfectant or oxidant and
systems using only groundwater not under the direct influence of surface
water using chlorine dioxide as a disinfectant or oxidant must comply with
this rule beginning January 1, 2004.
MRDLs are enforceable in the same manner as maximum contaminant levels
(MCLs) as found in OAR 333-061-0030.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 448.131
Stats. Implemented: ORS 431.110, 431.150, 448.131, 448.150 & 448.273
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Appendix F
Water Rights Certificates

Watershed Agreements
A) 1904 Presidential Proclamation:
“Whereas, it is provided by section twenty‐four of the Act of Congress, approved March third,
eighteen hundred and ninety‐one, entitled, “An act to repeal timber‐culture laws, and for other
purposes”, “That the President of the United States may, from time to time, set apart and
reserve, in any State or Territory having public land bearing forests, in any part of the public
lands wholly or in part covered with timber or undergrowth, whether of commercial value or
not, as public reservations, and the President shall, by public proclamation, declare the
establishment of such reservations and the limits thereof”;
And whereas, the public lands in the State of Oregon, within the limits hereinafter
described, are in part covered with timber, and it appears that the public good would be
promoted by setting apart and reserving said lands as a public reservation;
Now, therefore, I, Theodore Roosevelt, President of the United States, by virtue of the
power in me vested by section twenty‐four of the aforesaid Act of Congress, do hereby make
known and proclaim that there hereby reserved from entry or settlement and set apart as a
Public Reservation all those certain tracts, pieces or parcels of land lying and being situate in the
State of Oregon and particularly described as follows, to‐wit:
In Township eight (8) south, Range thirty‐seven (37) East, Willamette Meridian, Oregon,
Sections one (1), two (2), three (3), ten (10) to fifteen (15), both inclusive, twenty‐two (22) to
twenty‐seven (27), both inclusive, thirty‐four (34), thirty‐five (35), and thirty‐six (36); in
Township nine (9) South, Range thirty‐seven (37) East, Sections one (1), two (2), three (3), ten
(10) to fourteen (14), both inclusive, and twenty‐three (23) to twenty‐six (26), both inclusive; in
Township eight (8) South, Range thirty‐eight (38) East, the west half of the south‐east quarter
and the south‐west quarter of Section five (5), Sections six (6), seven (7), eight (8), seventeen
(17) to twenty (20), both inclusive, and twenty‐nine (29) to thirty‐four (34), both inclusive, and
the west half of the north‐west quarter and the west half of the south‐west quarter of Section
thirty‐five (35); in Township nine (9) South, Range thirty‐eight (38) East, Sections two (2) to
thirty (30), both inclusive, and thirty‐four (34), thirty‐five (35) and thirty‐six (36); in Township
nine (9) South, Range thirty‐nine (39) East, Sections seven (7), eighteen (18), nineteen (19),
twenty (20), the west half of the north‐west quarter and the west half of the south‐west quarter
of Section twenty‐nine (29), [Section 30 added 9/30/06] Section thirty‐one (31), and the west
half of the north‐west quarter of Section (32).
Excepting from the force and effect of this proclamation all lands which may have been,
prior to the date hereof, embraced in any legal entry or covered by any lawful filing duly of

record in the proper United States Land Office, or upon which any valid settlement has been
made pursuant to law, and the statutory period within which to make entry or filing of record
has not expired: Provided, that this exception shall not continue to apply to any particular tract
of land unless the entryman, settler or claimant continues to comply with the law under which
the entry, filing or settlement was made.
Warning is hereby expressly given to all persons not to make settlement upon the lands
reserved by this proclamation.
The reservation hereby established shall be known as the Baker City Forest Reserve.
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the seal of the United
States to be affixed. Done at the City of Washington this 5th day of February, in the year of our
Land one thousand nine hundred and four and [seal.] of Independence of the United States the
one hundred and twenty‐eighth.”1
B) 1912 Cooperative Agreement Between the Secretary of Agriculture and Baker City:
The supplemented usage of the land within the Watershed boundary is determined by the U.S.
Forest Service and the City of Baker City under the 1912 Cooperative Agreement. A copy of the
agreements are included in Exhibit 2, attached hereto and by this reference incorporated herein. These
Agreements states, in short, that the public lands with the Watershed boundary of the Whitman
National Forest (now Wallowa‐Whitman) are “reserved from all forms of location or entry and set aside
as a municipal water‐supply reserve for the benefit of the City of Baker City,” and that use of the land
will not be permitted without the approval of the City of Baker City except for the measures necessary
for the proper protection and care of the forest.
C) Memorandums of Understanding:
Memorandums of Understanding have been entered into between the USFS and City, for the
management of the Watershed with the purpose of assuring no degradation of the water quality and,
ultimately, improving the water quality. A copy of the Memorandum of Understanding between the
USFS and the City is included in Appendix 1, attached hereto and by this reference made a part hereof.
D) Non‐USFS Land Owners:
1.

There are only two privately owned parcels of land in the Watershed that are not
managed by USFS. The first is a 160‐acre parcel owned by City. The second is a 20‐
acre patented mining claim located on Marble Creek and owned by Monarch Marble.
The Assessor record is attached. No activity has occurred at this location for many
years. Property owner discussions were held as recently as 2010 reiterating the
requirement for protection of the Watershed. See attached Easement.

2.

There are also four parcels of land on Goodrich Creek outside the Watershed
boundaries, but within the Watershed’s Zone of Influence, Category “A”.
Easements are in place with private land owners within the Watershed and Zones of
Influence are included in Exhibit 3. In addition Baker City has an agreement with
Baker County requiring notification of any requested land actions in the Zone of
Influence

